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Abstract
We consider GMRES applied to discretisations of the high-frequency Helmholtz equation

with strong trapping; recall that in this situation the problem is exponentially ill-conditioned
through an increasing sequence of frequencies. Under certain assumptions about the distri-
bution of the eigenvalues, we prove upper bounds on how the number of GMRES iterations
grows with the frequency. Our main focus is on boundary-integral-equation formulations of
the exterior Dirichlet and Neumann obstacle problems in 2- and 3-d; for these problems,
we investigate numerically the sharpness (in terms of dependence on frequency) of both our
bounds and various quantities entering our bounds. This paper is therefore the first compre-
hensive study of the frequency-dependence of the number of GMRES iterations for Helmholtz
boundary-integral equations under trapping.

1 Introduction

1.1 Statement of the problem
We consider solving the Helmholtz obstacle-scattering problem, where the obstacle traps geometric-
optic rays, by the boundary-element method (i.e. the Galerkin method applied to boundary-
integral-equation formulations of the PDE problem), solving the resulting linear systems with
the generalised minimum residual method (GMRES). We now give details of each of these aspects.

1.1.1 The scattering problem.

Let Ω− ⊂ Rd, d = 2, 3, be a bounded Lipschitz open set such that its open complement Ω+ :=
Rd\Ω− is connected; let Γ := ∂Ω−, and let n be the outward-pointing unit normal vector to Ω−. We
consider the exterior Dirichlet and Neumann scattering problems. For simplicity, we consider the
case when the boundary data comes from an incoming plane wave uI(x) := exp(ikx · â) for â ∈ Rd
with ‖â‖2 = 1; i.e. we consider either the sound-soft or the sound-hard plane-wave scattering
problem defined by: given k > 0 and the incident field uI , find the total field u satisfying

∆u+ k2u = 0 in Ω+,

either u or ∂nu = 0 on Γ, and

∂uS

∂r
− ikuS = o

(
1

r(d−1)/2

)
as r := |x| → ∞, uniformly in x/r,

(1.1)

where uS := u − uI is the scattered field. We are particularly interested in the case when the
frequency (a.k.a. wavenumber) k is large.
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1.1.2 Trapping and quasimodes

We consider domains Ω− such that there exist stable trapped geometric-optic rays in the exterior
Ω+. In this situation, the solution operator for the problem (1.1) can grow exponentially through an
increasing sequence of frequencies. This phenomenon can be expressed via the notion of quasimodes.

Definition 1.1 (Quasimodes). A family of Dirichlet quasimodes of quality ε(k) is a sequence
{(uj , kj)}∞j=1 ⊂ H2

loc(Ω+) × R with uj = 0 on Γ such that the frequencies kj → ∞ as j → ∞ and
there exists a compact subset K ⊂ Ω+ such that, for all j, supp uj ⊂ K,∥∥(∆ + k2

j )uj
∥∥
L2(Ω+)

≤ ε(kj), and ‖uj‖L2(Ω+) = 1.

The definition of Neumann quasimodes is analogous, with uj = 0 on Γ replaced by ∂nu = 0 on Γ.

By the results of [17, Theorem 1] (see also [95]), if a family of Dirichlet or Neumann quasimodes
exists, the quality ε(k) can be at most exponentially-small in k.

For simplicity, in our numerical experiments we focus on the case when Ω− is either one of the
two “horseshoe-shaped” 2-d domains shown in Figure 1.1 (and defined precisely below) or their
3-d analogues; in these cases there exist quasimodes with exponentially-small quality, leading to
exponential growth of the solution operator – see Theorem 1.2 below.

We emphasise however that there exist quasimodes with superalgebraically small quality for a
much larger class of obstacles (see [20, Theorem 1], [86, Theorem 1] and the discussion in §3) and
our bounds on the k-dependence of the number of GMRES iterations (in Theorems 1.5 and 1.6)
hold in these more-general situations. The existence of quasimodes is linked to the existence of
resonances (poles of the mermorphic continuation of the solution operator of (1.1) from Im k ≥ 0
to Im k < 0); the relationship between trapping, quasimodes, and resonances is a classic topic in
scattering theory; see [87, 88, 91, 85, 86] and [28, Chapter 7].

1.1.3 A particular class of Ω− for which quasimodes exist.

The following theorem is proved by combining [12, Equation A.16] and [75, Theorem 3.1].

Theorem 1.2 (Quasimodes when Ω+ contains part of an ellipse). Let d = 2. Given a1 > a2 > 0,
let

E :=

{
(x1, x2) :

(
x1

a1

)2

+

(
x2

a2

)2

< 1

}
. (1.2)

Assume that ΓD coincides with the boundary of E in the neighborhoods of the points (0,±a2), and
that Ω+ contains the convex hull of these neighbourhoods.

Then there exist families of Dirichlet and Neumann quasimodes with

ε(k) = C1 exp(−C2k) for all k > 0. (1.3)

where C1, C2 > 0 are both independent of k.

For Ω− satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1.2, we can compute the frequencies kj in the
quasimodes. Indeed, the functions uj in the quasimode construction in [12]/[75] are based on
the family of eigenfunctions of the ellipse localising around the periodic orbit {(0, x2) : |x2| ≤
a2} (i.e. the minor axis of the ellipse); when the eigenfunctions are sufficiently localised, the
eigenfunctions multiplied by a suitable cut-off function form a quasimode, with frequencies kj
equal to the square roots of the respective eigenvalues of the ellipse. By separation of variables,
kj can be expressed as the solution of a multiparametric eigenvalue problem involving Mathieu
functions; see Appendix E. We use the method introduced in [97] and the associated MATLAB
toolbox to solve these eigenvalue problems for kj . When giving values of these kjs we give all the
digits computed in double precision. Note that we are not claiming that all these digits are accurate
(see [97] for some discussion on accuracy), but some of the quantities we compute below are very
sensitive to the precise values of k, and so we give the exact values of k used in our computations.

When giving specific values of these kj , we use the notation from [12, Appendix A], recapped
in Appendix E, that kem,n and kom,n are the frequencies associated with the eigenfunctions of the
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ellipse that are even/odd, respectively, in the angular variable, with m zeros in the radial direction
(other than at the centre or the boundary) and n zeros in the angular variable in the interval
[0, π). Note that the values of kem,n and kom,n are different for Dirichlet and Neumann boundary
conditions, but we do not indicate this difference in our notation. The eigenfunctions associated
to kem,n, kom,n localise about the minor axis as m→∞ for fixed n (see the proof of Theorem 1.2 in
Appendix E); therefore quasimodes exist for the families of frequencies {ke/om,n}∞m=1 for fixed n.

1.1.4 Definitions of the “small cavity” and “large cavity” obstacles Ω−.

Our numerical experiments focus on two specific Ω− satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1.2
with a1 = 1 and a2 = 1/2. We define the small cavity as the region between the two elliptic arcs

(cos(t), 0.5 sin(t)), t ∈ [−φ0, φ0] and (1.3 cos(t), 0.6 sin(t)), t ∈ [−φ1, φ1]

with φ0 = 7π/10 and φ1 = arccos

(
1

1.3
cos(φ0)

)
;

this corresponds to the shaded interior of the solid lines in Figure 1.1. We define the large cavity
as the region between the two arcs now with φ0 = 9π/10. We also consider 3-d analogues of the
these cavities, created by rotating them around the x1 axis. This symmetry means that the 2-d
quasimode frequencies discussed above are also 3-d quasimode frequencies.

x1

x2

0.5

0.6

cos
(
3π
10

)

cos
(

π
10

)

1

1.3

Figure 1.1: The “small” and “large” cavities Ω−, with the small cavity shaded in grey, and the large
cavity equal to the union of the small cavity and the dashed region.

1.1.5 Boundary-integral-equation (BIE) formulations of (1.1)

We are primarily interested in solving (1.1) by reformulating it as an integral equation on Γ;
recall that this procedure has the advantage of converting a problem posed in an unbounded d-
dimensional domain (i.e. Ω+) to a problem posed on a bounded (d− 1)-dimensional domain (i.e.
Γ). However, the ideas behind our main results are applicable to other methods of solving the
Helmholtz equation, and we discuss in §1.7 below the standard variational formulation, which is
the basis of the finite-element method.

We consider direct BIE formulations of (1.1), i.e., ones in which the unknown is either the Neu-
mann data (for the Dirichlet problem) or the Dirichlet data (for the Neumann problem); however,
our results below also apply to indirect formulations (where the unknown has less-immediate phys-
ical relevance; see [22, Page 132]), since there is a close relationship between the integral operators
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of the direct and indirect formulations; see, e.g., [22, Remark 2.24, §2.6]. Once both u and ∂nu are
known on Γ, the solution in Ω+ can be obtained from Green’s integral representation ((A.2) below).
For the Dirichlet problem we find ∂nu using the standard “combined-field” or “combined-potential”
BIE

A′k,η∂nu = ∂+
n u

I − iηuI on Γ, where A′k,η :=
1

2
I +D′k − ikSk, (1.4)

where η is the (arbitrary) “coupling parameter” and Sk and D′k are the single-layer and adjoint-
double-layer operators defined by (A.3) below. If k > 0, Re(η) 6= 0, and Ω− is Lipschitz, then
A′k,η : L2(Γ) → L2(Γ) is bounded and invertible (see, e.g., [22, Theorem 2.27]). There has been
much research on the question of how to best choose η (see the overviews in [22, Chapter 5], [10,
§7], [23, §6.5]). Roughly speaking, the best choice for large k is η = k; therefore, in the rest of the
paper we take η = k, and let A′k := A′k,k.

For the Neumann problem, the standard “combined-field” or “combined-potential” BIE is

Bk,ηu = iηuI − uI on Γ, where Bk,η := iη

(
I

2
−Dk

)
+Hk, (1.5)

where Dk and Hk are the double-layer and hypersingular operators defined by (A.4) below. In
contrast to A′k, Bk,η is not a bounded operator on L2(Γ) (even when Γ is smooth) because of the
hypersingular operator Hk. If k > 0, Re(η) 6= 0, and Ω− is Lipschitz, then Bk,η : Hs+1/2(Γ) →
Hs−1/2(Γ) is bounded and invertible for |s| ≤ 1/2 (see, e.g., [22, Theorem 2.27]). The standard
choice of η here is also η = k, and we let Bk := Bk,k

The fact that Bk is not bounded from L2(Γ)→ L2(Γ) means that the condition numbers of h-
version Galerkin discretisation of (1.5) blow up as h→ 0 for fixed k. There has therefore been much
research interest in designing alternative Neumann BIE formulations; see, e.g., [90, 2, 3, 16, 25]. We
use the following BIE, introduced in [16] (which focused specifically on high-frequency problems)
and based on the idea of Calderón preconditioning introduced in [90],

Bk,η,regγ+u = iηγ+uI − Sik∂
+
n u

I on Γ, where Bk,η,reg := iη

(
I

2
−Dk

)
+ SikHk. (1.6)

At least when Γ is C1, if k > 0 and Re(η) 6= 0, then Bk,η,reg : L2(Γ) → L2(Γ) is bounded and
invertible [16, Theorem 2.1]. In what follows, we make the same choice for η as in [16, Equation
24], i.e. η = 1/2, and we let Bk,reg := Bk,1/2,reg. We highlight that the idea of combatting the
“bad” behaviour of the hypersingular operator by composing it with a regularising operator (in
this case Sik) is often called “operator preconditioning” (see [49]).

Because the normality (or not) of an operator is relevant for the analysis of GMRES, we
highlight that when Ω− is not a ball, A′k and Bk,reg are non-normal operators on L2(Γ); this is
shown by the plots of the numerical range for A′k in [14] and for Bk,reg in [15, §5] (see also [13]).

1.1.6 The boundary-element method (BEM).

We solve the BIEs (1.4) and (1.6) with the Galerkin method in L2(Γ). That is, given a finite-
dimensional subspace Vn ⊂ L2(Γ), we

find vn ∈ Vn such that
(
A′kvn, wn

)
L2(Γ)

=
(
f, wn

)
L2(Γ)

for all wn ∈ Vn, (1.7)

where f denotes the right-hand side of the BIE in (1.4); the Galerkin solution vn is then an
approximation to ∂nu. We solve the BIE (1.5) via the Galerkin method in H1/2(Γ). That is, given
a finite-dimensional subspace Vn ⊂ H1/2(Γ), we

find vn ∈ Vn such that
〈
Bkvn, wn〉 =

〈
f, wn

〉
for all wn ∈ Vn,

where f now denotes the right-hand side of the BIE in (1.5), and 〈·, ·〉 denotes the duality pairing
between H−1/2(Γ) and H1/2(Γ).

Given a basis {φj}nj=1 of Vn, the Galerkin equations (1.7) are equivalent to the linear system

A′kv = f (1.8)
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where

(A′k)i,j :=

∫
Γ

(
A′kφj

)
(x)φi(x) dσ(x) and (f)i :=

∫
Γ

f(x)φi(x) dσ(x). (1.9)

Regarding notation: we put in bold font the N ×N matrices and N × 1 vectors arising from the
Galerkin method – such as A′k, v, and f in (1.8) – but do not put in bold font the position vectors
in Rd – such as x in (1.9).

We consider the h-version of the boundary-element method, and choose Vn to be P1 Lagrange
elements (i.e. piecewise-linear polynomials on the reference elements). To maintain accuracy as
k → ∞, h must be tied to k. In applications, one usually chooses h to be proportional to 1/k,
i.e. a fixed number of points per wavelength (see, e.g, [66]), and we do the same for the numerical
experiments in this paper. At least when Ω− is nontrapping, empirically one sees uniform accuracy
as k →∞ with this choice, although this has not yet been proved. The current best results proving
accuracy of the Galerkin solutions for large k for the Dirichlet problem are in [38] (following [45]),
with these results proving quasioptimality of the Galerkin solution (with quasioptimality constant
independent of k) (i) for smooth and strictly convex Ω− when hk4/3 is sufficiently small, and (ii)
for general nontrapping Ω− when hk3/2 log k is sufficiently small. There is almost no analogous
theory for the Neumann problem for large k; the exception is [15] whose results about coercivity
of the BIE (1.6) when Ω− is a ball imply a quasioptimality result without any restriction on h,
albeit with quasioptimality constant growing like k1/3.

1.1.7 Iterative solution of the BEM linear systems via GMRES.

A popular way of solving the dense linear systems that arise from the BEM is via iterative methods
[89, Chapter 13], [82, Chapter 6], [78, §4]. Since the systems arising from the Helmholtz equation
are, in general, non-normal (as highlighted in §1.1.5), a natural choice of iterative method is the
generalised minimum residual method (GMRES) [81].

Given B ∈ Cn×n, b ∈ Cn, the generalised minimum residual method (GMRES) to find the
solution x of Bx = b is the following. Given x0 ∈ Cn, let r0(B,b,x0) := b−Bx0. Let the Krylov
space Km(B, r0) be defined by

Km(B,b) := span
{
r0,Br0, . . . ,B

m−1r0

}
.

The mth iterate of GMRES, xm, is defined as the unique vector in x0 +Km(B,b) that minimises
the residual rm := b −Bxm with respect to the ‖·‖2 norm (see, e.g., [79, §6.5.1]). Observe that,
since xm ∈ x0 +Km(B,b), the residual satisfies

rm := b−Bxm = pm(B)r0 for pm ∈ Pm with pm(0) = 1, (1.10)

where Pm denotes the set of polynomials of degree m. The definition of GMRES therefore implies
that

‖rm(B,b,x0)‖2 = min
pm∈Pm,
pm(0)=1

‖pm(B)r0(B,b,x0)‖2. (1.11)

We apply GMRES to the linear system (1.8) preconditioned by the mass matrix

(M)i,j :=

∫
Γ

φi(x)φj(x) dσ(x); (1.12)

i.e. we solve
M−1A′ku = M−1f . (1.13)

We solve (1.13) instead of (1.8) because it is easier to translate information about A′k to information
about M−1A′k rather than information about A′k. This is for the following two reasons.

(a) The eigenvalues of M−1A′k approximate the eigenvalues of A′k. Indeed, the eigenvalue prob-
lem A′kv = λkv is equivalent to the variational problem: find v ∈ L2(Γ) such that (A′kv, w)L2(Γ) =
λk(v, w)L2(Γ) for all w ∈ L2(Γ), and the Galerkin approximation of this is A′kv = λkMv.
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(b) For fixed k, if h is sufficiently small and Γ is C1, then there exists C > 0, independent of k
and h, such that∥∥M−1A′k

∥∥
2
≤ C ‖A′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) and

∥∥(M−1A′k
)−1∥∥

2
≤ C

∥∥(A′k)−1
∥∥
L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)

;

see Lemma B.1 and Remark B.3 below. In contrast, in the analogous bounds with M−1A′k replaced
by A′k, the constant C depends on h; see (B.8).

We only consider solving the system (1.13) with standard GMRES because our goal is to prove
rigorous bounds on the number of iterations and the theory of GMRES convergence is most well-
developed for standard GMRES. We note that GMRES is often used with either restarts or restarts
with subspace augmentation (see, e.g., [72, 73, 43]) – this has the advantage of reducing storage
and orthogonalisation costs, but with the number of iterations required to obtain a given relative
residual necessarily higher than for standard GMRES (although it is difficult to study this increase
theoretically).

1.2 Four features (F1-F4) observed in numerical experiments on the
set-up in §1.1, and statement of the main goals of this paper

We now highlight four different features one observes from computing approximations to the scat-
tering problem via the set-up in §1.1 (i.e. reformulating as a BIE, creating a linear system via the
BEM, and solving the linear system using GMRES). We present numerical experiments illustrating
each of the features later in the paper.

These features are about, respectively, (1) the accuracy of the Galerkin solution, (2) the con-
dition number of the Galerkin matrix, (3) the number of GMRES iterations, and (4) the accuracy
of the GMRES solution.

F1 When the incoming plane wave enters the cavity, one needs a larger number of points per
wavelength for accuracy of the Galerkin solutions than when the wave doesn’t enter the
cavity.

F2 The norm of (M−1A′k)−1 (i) is very sensitive to whether or not k = kj for kj in a quasimode,
and (ii) grows exponentially through kj , up to some point, and then grows more slowly.

F3 The number of GMRES iterations required to make residual rm arbitrarily small

(a) grows algebraically with k, with no worse growth through k = kj than k 6= kj ,

(b) depends on whether Ω− is the small or large cavity, and

(c) depends on the direction of the incoming plane wave.

F4 The GMRES residual being small does not necessarily mean that the error is small, and the
relative sizes of the residual and error depend on both k and the direction of the plane wave.

The main goals of this paper are to explain F3(a) and, to a certain extent, F3(b).
The following is an outline of the rest of the introduction. In §1.3 we present numerical results
about F3(a), F3(b), and F3(c) for the Dirichlet problem. In §1.4 we give plots of the eigenvalues
of M−1A′k. In §1.5 we give a general bound on the number of GMRES iterations when the matrix
has a “cluster plus outliers” structure. In §1.6 we apply the bound from §1.5 to M−1A′k, under
assumptions based on the eigenvalue plots in §1.4; the result is a k-explicit bound on the number
of GMRES iterations which explains F3(a). In the last section of the introduction, §1.7, we discuss
how the ideas in this paper can be applied to the Helmholtz FEM. The partial explanation of
F3(b) is contained in §3.4.

Although our focus is on F3, we still need to be aware of other features; e.g. the solution
obtained by GMRES is useless if the Galerkin solution itself isn’t accurate (F1), or if the GMRES
solution isn’t close to the Galerkin solution (F4). We therefore make some brief comments here
about to what extent the features F1, F2, F3(c), and F4 are rigorously understood; the summary
is that F2 is rigorously understood, whereas F1, F3(c), and F4 are not.
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Regarding F1: The fact that the accuracy of the Galerkin solution depends on whether or not
the wave enters the cavity makes physical sense, but there is currently no rigorous theory on the
subject. Indeed, as discussed in §1.1.6, the current best analysis of how h must depend on k
for the h-BEM to be uniformly accurate as k → ∞, [38], is not sharp in the nontrapping case,
and is therefore very far from proving rigorous sharp results about the trapping case. Numerical
experiments illustrating F1 are given in Appendix C.

Regarding F2: The exponential growth of (M−1A′k)−1 through the sequence of kj is explained
by the following. The inverses of the boundary integral operators A′k, Bk, and Bk,reg inherit
the behaviour of the Helmholtz solution operator, and thus grow when k = kj for kj quasimode
frequencies. More precisely, if kj and ε(k) are as in Definition 1.1, then there exists C > 0
(independent of j) such that∥∥∥(A′kj )

−1
∥∥∥
L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)

≥ C
(

1

ε(kj)
− 1

kj

)
k

1/4
j for all j (1.14)

[22, Equation 5.39] 1. Therefore, when Ω− is either the small or the large cavity, by (1.3),
‖(A′kj )

−1‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) ≥ C1 exp(C2kj) for some C1, C2 > 0 independent of j [12, Theorem 2.8].
We note that, since ‖A′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) grows algebraically in k for general Lipschitz domains (see
Part (i) of Lemma 2.6 below), the condition number of A′kj also grows exponentially as j → ∞
when Ω− is either the small or the large cavity.

An indication of why the growth of ‖(M−1A′k)−1‖2 through k = kj stagnates, and why
‖(M−1A′k)−1‖2 is very sensitive to whether or not k = kj , is given by the recent result of [56,
Theorem 1.1]. This result shows that, for most frequencies, the Helmholtz solution operator (and
hence also ‖(A′kj )

−1‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)) is bounded polynomially in k. More precisely, given ν > 0, there
exists C3 = C3(ν) > 0 and a set J ⊂ [1,∞) with |J | ≤ ν such,∥∥(A′k)−1

∥∥
L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)

≤ C3k
5d/2+1 for all k ∈ [1,∞) \ J (1.15)

(for simplicity we have assumed k ≥ 1, but an analogous bound holds for any k ≥ k0 > 0). The
bounds (1.14) and (1.15) then imply that the graph of ‖(A′kj )

−1‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) against k consists
of a number of “spikes” at k = kj , with the heights of the spikes growing exponentially with k,
but the widths decreasing with k 2. Therefore, while ‖(A′kj )

−1‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) grows exponentially
through kj , the growth is very sensitive to the precise value of k (with this sensitivity increasing as
k increases). This result indicates that the growth of (M−1A′k)−1 through k = kj stagnates since
discretisation error collapses the delicate exponential growth.

Regarding F3(c): This feature arises because the GMRES residual rm (1.10) depends on the
right-hand side vector, which depends on the direction of the plane wave (via the right-hand side of
the BIE in (1.4)). There are few rigorous results in the literature describing the dependence rm on
the right-hand side vector, but in Appendix D we describe how the results of [92] give a heuristic
explanation of this feature for problems with similar eigenvalue distributions to the Helmholtz
problems we consider.

Regarding F4: Numerical experiments illustrating this feature on our problem are given in
Appendix C. This feature is poorly understood for non-normal, complex linear systems in general,
and thus also for the systems arising from the Helmholtz problems considered here. There have
been many papers that discuss the convergence of GMRES in the sense of residual reduction; in
contrast, there is remarkably little known in the literature about the error x−xm. The most recent
(and most relevant) results in this area are given in [69] and [71, §5.8] and even then the results
are stated for real systems. In particular, [71, Theorem 5.35 and Corollary 5.6] gives bounds on
‖x − xm‖2 in terms of ‖rm‖2 multiplied by a computable expression that requires the existence
of H−1

m (where Hm is the square m×m upper Hessenberg matrix arising at the m-th step in the
Arnoldi process in the GMRES algorithm) and also depends on other entries of Hm.

1More precisely, [22, §5.6.2, Equation 5.39] proves (1.14) with a different power of k on the right-hand side.
The bound (1.14) can be proved by following the same steps as in [22, §5.6.2], but using the sharp bound on the
single-layer potential from [47, Theorem 1.1, Part (i)].

2For an illustration of this in a simple 1-d model of resonance behaviour, see [34, §23.2].
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1.3 Numerical experiments about F3
For ease of exposition, we only present here experiments for the Dirichlet problem (1.4), i.e.,
involving the operator A′k, in 2-d. §4 contains experiments for the two BIEs for the Neumann
problem, (1.5) and (1.6), and experiments for the Dirichlet problem in 3-d.

All the experiments in this section use ten points per wavelength. Furthermore, we plot quant-
ities of interest (such as the number of iterations, the condition number) through either integer
values of k or values of k in a quasimode. As described in §1.1.3, for Ω− the small or large cavities,
there exists a quasimode with frequencies equal {ke/om,n}∞m=1 for fixed n. Our experiments consider
{kem,0}∞m=1, but we observe very similar behaviour through {ke/om,n}∞m=1 for n 6= 0 fixed.

Experiments illustrating F3(a) (growth of iterations with k). Figure 1.2 plots the condi-
tion number of M−1A′k and the number of GMRES iterations against k for the small cavity. The
direction â of the incident plane wave exp(ikx · â) is chosen as a = (cos θ, sin θ) with θ = 4π/10;
from Figure 1.1 we see that the plane wave is almost vertical and enters the cavity.

The key point from Figure 1.2 is that, while the condition number M−1A′k is very sensitive
to whether or not k is near a frequency in the quasimode, the number of iterations is not. This
demonstrates the well-known fact that the condition number gives little insight into the behaviour
of GMRES for non-normal problems.

In more detail, the left-hand plot in Figure 1.2 shows the sensitivity of ‖(M−1A′k)−1‖2 to
whether or not k = kj (i.e., the first point in F2). The green outlier at k = 120 is there be-
cause, by chance, the integer frequency 120 lies very close to the quasimode frequency ko17,7 =
119.997615771724 (note that to 7 significant figures this approximation of the quasimode frequency
is equal to 120). This plot also shows the growth of ‖(M−1A′k)−1‖2 through k = kj stagnating
as k increases (i.e., the second point in F2); this was also seen in the experiments in [12, Section
IV.H] on the small cavity, where, even using 20 points per wavelength, the exponential growth of
‖(M−1A′k)−1‖2 through k = kj levelled off after k = 60. This sensitivity of ‖(M−1A′k)−1‖2 to
whether or not k = kj was also shown in [65, Figure 4.7] for a cavity similar to both our large and
small cavities.

The plot of the number of iterations in Figure 1.2 is also included in Figure 4.1 below, where
we see that the number of iterations grows like k0.66 (in the range considered).
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Figure 1.2: Condition number and number of GMRES iterations for small cavity with incident
plane wave at angle θ = 4π/10 to the horizontal (illustrating F3(a)).

Experiments illustrating F3(b) (dependence of iterations on cavity size). Figure 1.3
plots the condition number of M−1A′k and the number of GMRES iterations against kem,0 for both
the small and large cavities. As in the previous figure, â = (cos θ, sin θ) with θ = 4π/10; i.e. the
plane wave is almost vertical and enters the cavity. While the condition numbers behave very
similarly, the growth in the number of iterations is different, again illustrating the fact that the
condition number is not relevant for understanding the convergence of GMRES for non-normal
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Figure 1.3: Comparison of the condition number and the number of GMRES iterations for the
small and large cavities with incident plane wave at angle θ = 4π/10 to the horizontal (illustrating
F3(b)).
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Figure 1.4: The number of GMRES iterations for the small cavity and three different right-hand
sides, corresponding to three different angles θ of the incident plane wave (illustrating F3(c)).

matrices. For the small cavity the number of iterations grows approximately like k0.66, and for the
large cavity like k0.82; see Figure 4.1 below.

Experiments illustrating F3(c) (dependence of iterations on plane-wave direction).
Figure 1.4 plots the number of GMRES iterations against k the small cavity and varying θ, with
the incident plane wave â = (cos θ, sin θ). From Figure 1.1, we see that when θ = 4π/10 the plane
wave is almost vertical and enters the cavity, when θ = 0 the plane wave is horizontal and enters
the cavity, and when θ = π the plane wave is horizontal and doesn’t enter the cavity. Physically, we
therefore expect the worst behaviour to occur when θ = 4π/10, because of the multiple reflections
in the cavity, and the best behaviour to occur when θ = π, and this is indeed what we see in Figure
1.4.

Link with other experiments/results in the literature. Both the iterative solution of BEM
linear systems and solving scattering problem involving cavities have received a lot of interest in
the literature; see, e.g., the books [89, Chapter 13], [82, Chapter 6], [78, §4] for the former, and,
e.g., [9, 96, 44, 43, 26, 25, 57, 58] for the latter. Nevertheless, the features F1-F4 do not appear to
have been systemically identified and studied before now.

We highlight here one previous study where the features F2 and F3(a) are visible in numerical
experiments. Indeed, [25] considers solving the Neumann problem with a BIE similar to (1.6), but
with Sik replaced by a different regularising operator. The figures [25, Figures 11(a), 18, and 19]
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plot the condition number against k when Ω− are cavity domains similar to those in Figure 1.1
(although supporting weaker trapping), and display spikes; i.e., F2. The figure [25, Figure 28(a)]
plots the number of GMRES iterations against k and sees growth with no spikes; i.e., F3.

1.4 Plots of the eigenvalues of M−1A′k.
Summary of the figures. Figure 1.5 shows the eigenvalues of M−1A′k for the small and large
cavities at k = 100 and k = 290.

Figure 1.6 shows the eigenvalues for the small and large cavities at both k = 100 and k = 290,
as well as the eigenvalues at k = 290 for two other Ω− for which Theorem 1.2 applies; these two
other Ω− are shown in Figure 1.7.

Figures 1.8 and 1.9 show the eigenvalues and singular values of M−1A′k for several frequencies
k
e/o
m,n and Ω− the small and large cavities, respectively.
Figure 1.10 shows the paths of the near-zero eigenvalues as functions of k for k ∈ (5, 15); the

spectra are computed every 0.025, and the arrows placed at these points.
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(a) Small cavity at k = 100
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(b) Large cavity at k = 100
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(d) Large cavity at k = 290

Figure 1.5: The eigenvalues of M−1A′k for the small and large cavities at k = 100 and k = 290.

Observations from these figures. We make five observations from these figures. We number
them O1, O2(a)-(d), corresponding, respectively, to Assumptions A1 and A2 below, under which
we prove bounds on the k-dependence of the number of GMRES iterations (Theorems 1.5 and 1.6).

O1 There exists an open set N (N for “near-zero”) containing zero and a closed half-plane H not
containing zero such that (i) all the eigenvalues of M−1A′k are contained in N ∪H, and (ii)
N and H are both independent of k.

Point (i) is clear from Figure 1.5 that plots the eigenvalues of M−1A′k for the small and large
cavities at k = 100 and k = 290.
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Eigenvalues for large elliptic cavity at k = 100

Figure 1.6: Plots of the near-zero eigenvalues of M−1A′k for a variety of different domains and
frequencies. The black rectangle [−0.1, 0.1]× [−0.6, 0.6] is a choice of the set N in Observation O1.
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0.5

Figure 1.7: The “two circles minus ellipse” and “two close circles minus ellipse” Ω− considered in
Figure 1.6 with a1 = 1 and a2 = 1/2.

Point (ii) is shown in Figure 1.6; indeed, all the near-zero eigenvalues for these two different
values of k lie on the same curve, and thus N can be taken as the black rectangle in Figure 1.6. In
addition, the curve is the same for the four different Ω− considered; this is perhaps expected since
the four different Ω+ all contain a neighbourhood of the minor axis of the same ellipse (namely
(1.2) with a1 = 1 and a2 = 1/2) and the near-zero eigenvalues of M−1A′k are generated by the
trapped ray in this neighbourhood.

O2(a) (Family of quasimodes.) There exists a sequence 0 < k1 < k2 < . . ., with kj → ∞ as
j →∞, such that M−1A′kj has a near-zero singular value for j sufficiently large.

Recall that O2(a) is guaranteed on the continuous level by the lower bound (1.14), and we see
small singular values (orange crosses) in three of the four plots in Figure 1.8 and all four plots in
Figure 1.9.

O2(b) (Quasimode =⇒ near-zero eigenvalue.) If j is sufficiently large, M−1A′kj has a near-zero
eigenvalue.
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Figure 1.8: The eigenvalues and singular values of M−1A′k for several frequencies ke/om,n and Ω−
the small cavity

This can be seen from the fact that near-zero singular values are accompanied by near-zero eigen-
values in both Figures 1.8 and 1.9.

O2(c) (Near-zero eigenvalues.) All the eigenvalues of M−1A′k in the set N in O1 move at a speed
that can be bounded above and below by constants independent of k.

In fact, Figure 1.10 indicates that the speed of the eigenvalues is independent of k because the
arrows in the green box in Figure 1.10 are all evenly spaced; furthermore, we observe numerically
that the speed is approximately one (at least for that range of k).

O2(d) The large cavity has more near-zero eigenvalues than the small cavity.

This can be seen from Figure 1.5. In addition, comparing the top-left plots of Figures 1.8 and 1.9
we see that when k = ko0,3 there is no near-zero eigenvalue for the small cavity, but there is for
the large cavity. This observation is the reason for the feature F3(b) (the number of iterations is
larger for the large cavity than the small cavity).

Observation O2(d) can be partially explained from the fact that a larger number of the Laplace
eigenfunctions of the ellipse E (1.2) (from which the quasimodes in Theorem 1.2 are constructed)
are localised in the large cavity than in the small cavity. In the FEM case there is a close connection
between the functions in the quasimodes and the eigenvalues of the Galerkin matrix (see [37]), and
thus these localisation considerations immediately explain why the large cavity has more near-zero
eigenvalues than the small cavity. However, in the BEM case it is less clear how the eigenvalues of
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Figure 1.9: The eigenvalues and singular values of M−1A′k for several frequencies ke/om,n and Ω−
the large cavity
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Figure 1.10: Paths of the eigenvalues for k ∈ (5, 15) for the small cavity (left) and the large cavity
(right) The eigenvalues that enter the red rectangle are coloured green.

M−1A′k (which are discretisations of functions living on Γ) are connected to the functions in the
quasimodes (which live in Ω+).

We return to Observation O2(d) in §3 where we use heuristics from Weyl asymptotics to
estimate how many more Laplace eigenfunctions of the ellipse are localised in Ω+ for the large
cavity than for the small cavity. We then compare these heuristics to the number of eigenvalues of
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M−1A′k observed computationally (see §3.1).

1.5 First main result: general bound on number of GMRES iterations
for matrix with “cluster plus outlier” structure.

For simplicity we consider matrices with simple eigenvalues; the modifications to our assumptions
and arguments for matrices with repeated eigenvalues are outlined in Remark 2.5.

For λ a simple eigenvalue, let κ(λ) be the condition number of λ defined by

κ(λ) :=
‖u‖‖v‖
|u · v|

, (1.16)

where u,v ∈ Cn are the right and left eigenvectors, respectively, corresponding to λ. Recall that
κ(λ) ≥ 1, and equality holds when u and v are collinear (which is guaranteed if the matrix is
normal).

Theorem 1.3. Let B ∈ Cn×n be diagonalisable with simple eigenvalues. Assume that all the
eigenvalues of B are contained in N ∪ H, where N is a open set containing zero and H a closed
half plane not containing zero. Without loss of generality, let H := {Re z > S}. Let λ1, . . . λ` be
the eigenvalues in N , and let κ∗ be the maximum eigenvalue condition number of B.

Given L0, L1 with 0 < L0 < L1 ≤ S, let

Neig := max
(∣∣{j : λj ∈ {L0 < Re z < L1} ∩ N}

∣∣, 1
)
.

Let
δ :=

L1 − L0

4nκ∗Neig
. (1.17)

Let β ∈ (0, π/2) be defined by

cos(β) =
L0

‖B‖2 + δ
, and let γβ := 2 sin

(
β

4− 2β/π

)
< 1. (1.18)

Given ε > 0, if

m ≥ `+
(

log(γ−1
β )
)−1

∑̀
j=1

log
1

|λj |
+ log(ε−1) + log

(
δ−1
)

+ (`+ 1)
(

log
(
‖B‖2 + δ

)
+ log 3

) ,

(1.19)

then, when GMRES is applied to the equation Bx = b, the mth GMRES residual (1.10) satisfies

‖rm(B,b,x0)‖2
‖r0(B,b,x0)‖2

≤ ε.

Figure 1.11 shows the half-plane H in Theorem 1.3, and an example of a possible N in Theorem
1.3.

Remark 1.4 (The dependence of γβ on ‖B‖2.). How γβ depends on ‖B‖2 is not immediately clear
from the definitions in (1.18). However, if ‖B‖2 � δ and ‖B‖2 � L0, then(

log(γ−1
β )
)−1

=
3
√

3

4

(
‖B‖2
L0

)(
1 +O

(
δ

‖B‖2

))(
1 +O

(
L0

‖B‖2

))
. (1.20)

Indeed, let α := π/2− β so that cosβ = sinα and, from the definition of β,

α =
L0

‖B‖2

(
1 +O

(
δ

‖B‖2

))
. (1.21)

The definition of γβ then implies that, as α→ 0,

γβ = 1− 4α

3
√

3
+O(α2) so that − log γβ =

4α

3
√

3
+O(α2). (1.22)

The asymptotics (1.20) then follow from combining (1.21) and (1.22).
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Figure 1.11: The sets N and H in the assumptions of Theorem 1.3.

Interpreting the bound (1.19). The bound (1.19) shows that each outlier λj contributes C1 +
C2 log(1/|λj |) to the number of iterations needed to guarantee a prescribed residual reduction,
where C1 and C2 are independent of λj but depend on ‖B‖2. Therefore, if each |λj | is large, only
the number of outliers contributes to the required number of iterations. If |λj | is small, its value
can have more of an effect on the required number of iterations, but this effect is mitigated by the
fact that |λj | appears in a logarithm.

The ideas behind the proof of Theorem 1.3. A convergence theory for GMRES based on
modelling the eigenvalues as a “cluster plus outliers” was famously used in [18], with the idea arising
in the context of the conjugate-gradient method [53] and used subsequently, e.g., in [29]. This
theory in [18] forms the starting point for proving Theorem 1.3; see Lemma 2.1 below. However,
a crucial difference is that we are interested in matrices depending on a parameter, namely k.
We therefore augment the theory in [18], with (i) the results in [11] about polynomial min-max
problems, and (ii) results about pseudospectra appearing in, e.g., [93].

The result is that when the bound on the number of GMRES iterations (1.19) is applied with
B = M−1A′k, the k-dependence of the quantities in the bound (i.e. S,L0, L1, Neig, δ, β) is given
from either k-explicit bounds on the norm and the norm of the inverse of A′k (see (1.15) and Lemma
2.6) or assumptions about the k-dependence of both the number and the condition numbers of the
eigenvalues (see Assumptions A2 and A3 below).

We highlight that, in our use of the pseudospectrum, we choose δ as a function of k to com-
pensate for the growth of the non-normality with k. This flexibility in choosing δ is mentioned
in [30, Page 6] when analysing different stages of the GMRES iteration for a single linear system;
in contrast, here we use this flexibility applied to a family of linear systems parametrised by k.

1.6 Second main result: k-explicit bound on the number of GMRES
iterations for Helmholtz BIEs under strong trapping

1.6.1 Statement of assumptions.

We write A . B if there exists C > 0, independent of all parameters of interest (including h and
k), such that A ≤ CB, and A ∼ B if both A . B and A & B.

A0 The meshwidth h is chosen as a function of k so that, for all k, (i) the Galerkin solution
exists, is unique, and the relative L2(Γ) error is bounded uniformly in k, (ii) the eigenvalues
of M−1A′k approximate eigenvalues of A′k, in the sense that if µ is an eigenvalue of A′k then
there exists an eigenvalue λ of M−1A′k (preserving multiplicity) such that |λ| ∼ |µ|, and,
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conversely, if λ is an eigenvalue of M−1A′k then there exists an eigenvalue µ of A′k (preserving
multiplicity) such that |µ| ∼ |λ|, and (iii)∥∥M−1A′k

∥∥
2
∼ ‖A′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) and

∥∥(M−1A′k
)−1∥∥

2
.
∥∥(A′k)−1

∥∥
L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)

. (1.23)

A1 There exists an open set N containing zero and a closed half-plane H not containing zero
such that (i) all the eigenvalues of M−1A′k are contained in N ∪ H, and (ii) N and H are
both independent of k.

A2 The number of eigenvalues of M−1A′k in N is . kd−1.

A3 The eigenvalues of M−1A′k are simple with their condition number growing at most polyno-
mially in k.

Note that we have specified the second relation in (1.23) as only . and not ∼ since the feature F2
above is that ‖(M−1A′k)−1‖2 � ‖(A′k)−1‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) when k = kj for j sufficiently large.

Why do we expect Assumptions A0-A3 to hold? Regarding Assumption A0: these ap-
proximation issues as h→ 0 for fixed k are well-understood for BEM when Γ is sufficiently smooth,
and results about the approximation of norms are given in Lemma B.1 below. Classic results about
eigenvalue approximation of compact operators are given in [6] in the context of the FEM; these
also apply to A′k and Bk,reg when Γ is C1, since then both operators are a multiple of the identity
plus a compact operator on L2(Γ) – see Remark B.3 below and the references therein. However,
as highlighted in §1.1.6, it remains an open problem to prove sharp convergence results for the
Galerkin method applied to Helmholtz BIEs for k large.

Regarding A1: first note that this corresponds to Observation O1 in §1.3. When Ω+ is non-
trapping ‖(A′k)−1‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) . 1 [10, Theorem 1.13] and thus the smallest singular value of
M−1A′k ∼ 1 in this case. This implies that when Ω− is nontrapping the eigenvalues of M−1A′k are
∼ 1 away from zero. Furthermore, at least for some nontrapping Ω−, the eigenvalues are contained
in a k-independent half-plane away from zero since A′k is coercive (with constant independent of k)
[84], [14]. These facts suggest that the second part of A1 holds (i.e. the half-plane H is independent
of k), but are far from a proof.

Regarding Assumption A2: in §3 we give heuristic arguments backing up this assumption, one
based on Weyl-type asymptotics for eigenvalues of the Laplacian on bounded domains, and the
other based on the Observations O2(a)-(c) in §1.4 and results about the number of resonances of
the exterior Helmholtz problem.

Regarding Assumption A3: we did not give any experiments about this assumption in §1.3,
but these are contained in §4, and indicate that A3 holds for BEM discretisations of each of the
BIEs (1.4), (1.5), and (1.6).

1.6.2 k-explicit bounds on the number of GMRES iterations

To prove the following results we use results from microlocal and semiclassical analysis that require
Ω− to be smooth; therefore this result does not strictly apply to the small and large cavities, but
does apply to smoothed versions of these.

We give two results; the first hold for all k, the latter for “most” k (in a sense described below);
the advantage of the latter is that the k-dependence of the bound on the number of iterations is
improved.

Theorem 1.5 (Bound for Helmholtz BIEs for all k). Let Ω− be smooth. Consider GMRES applied
to the linear system

M−1A′ku = M−1f .

where A′k (1.9) is the Galerkin matrix from the BEM discretisation of the Dirichlet BIE (1.4) and
M (1.12) is the mass matrix. If Assumptions A0-A3 hold, then there exists Cj > 0, j = 1, . . . , 4
(independent of k) such that given ε > 0, for all k ≥ 1, if

m ≥ C1k
d−1 + C2 ‖A′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)

(
kd + C3k

d−1 log k + C4 log(ε−1)
)
, (1.24)

then the mth GMRES residual satisfies ‖rm‖2/‖r0‖2 ≤ ε.
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Theorem 1.6 (Bound for Helmholtz BIEs for most k). Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.5,
given ν > 0 there exists Cj > 0, j = 1, 2, 3, all independent of k, but with C2 = C2(ν), and
J ⊂ [1,∞) with |J | < ν such that given ε > 0, for all k ∈ [1,∞) \ J , if

m ≥ C1k
d−1 + C2 ‖A′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)

(
kd−1 log k + C3 log(ε−1)

)
, (1.25)

then the mth GMRES residual satisfies ‖rm‖2/‖r0‖2 ≤ ε.

The analogues of Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 for Neumann BIEs. If the bounds on ‖(A′k)−1‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)

(1.15) and (2.15) below hold with A′k replaced by Bk,reg, then Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 also hold if
GMRES is applied to the BEM discretisation of the regularised BIE (1.6) for the Neumann problem
(with ‖A′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) in (1.24) and (1.25) then replaced by ‖Bk,reg‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)).

We expect the bounds (1.15) and (2.15) hold for Bk,reg by combining [10, Lemma 6.1, Equation
83], [36, Theorem 4.6], [37, Lemma 3.2], with [17]/[95] (to prove the analogue of (2.15)) and [56,
Theorem 1.1] (to prove the analogue of (1.15)). For brevity, however, we have not pursued this
here.

Informal explanation of how (1.24) and (1.25) arise from (1.19). When B = M−1A′k,
Assumption A1 implies that S ∼ 1, and thus we can choose L0, L1 ∼ 1. Then δ defined by (1.17)
is . 1. By Assumption A0,

∥∥M−1A′k
∥∥

2
∼ ‖A′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ), which grows at most algebraically

with k (see Lemma 2.6 below). Using this, along with (1.20), we find that the lower bound on m
(1.19) holds if

m− ` & ‖A′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)

∑̀
j=1

log
1

|λj |
+ log(ε−1) + log

(
δ−1
)

+ `C log k

 , (1.26)

for some C > 0 independent of k.
Assumption A2 is that ` . kd−1, and, by definition, Neig ≤ `. Assumption A3 and the bound

Neig . kd−1 then imply that δ−1 grows at most polynomially in k. Using these asymptotics in
(1.26), we obtain

m & kd−1 + ‖A′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)

(
kd−1 max

j=1,...,`

(
log

1

|λj |

)
+ C ′ log(ε−1) + kd−1 log k

)
, (1.27)

for some C ′ > 0 independent of k. Since |λj | ≥
∥∥(M−1A′k)−1

∥∥
2
, by Assumption A0 |λj | &

‖(A′k)−1‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ). The two bounds (1.24) and (1.25) then follow from using two different
upper bounds on ‖(A′k)−1‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ). Indeed, (1.24) follows from using the general bound
(2.15) that ‖(A′k)−1‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) grows at most exponentially in k, and (1.25) follows from us-
ing the bound (1.15), i.e., that if a set of frequencies of arbitrarily-small measure is excluded, then
‖(A′k)−1‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) grows polynomially in k.

1.6.3 Discussion of the k-dependence of the bounds in Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 (i.e., how
well do they explain F3(a)?) and how these bounds could be improved.

The k-dependence of the bounds and quantities appearing in the bounds. The k-
dependence of the number of iterations in Theorem 1.6 is closer to the k-dependence observed in
the numerical experiments than the k-dependence in Theorem 1.5. This is because, as discussed in
the previous paragraph, Theorem 1.6 uses the bound (1.15) on ‖(A′k)−1‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) that reflects
the feature F2, i.e. that for most frequencies, ‖(A′k)−1‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) does not grow exponentially in
k. We therefore restrict attention to Theorem 1.6.

To investigate the sharpness of the bound (1.25) in Theorem 1.6, we summarise the results of
the numerical experiments from §3.1 and §4 in Table 1.1. This table plots the k-dependence for
k ∈ (50, 290), for both the small and large cavities, of (i) the number of iterations, (ii) the number
of outlier eigenvalues ` when N := [−0.1, 0.1]× [−0.6, 0.6] (i.e., the black rectangle in Figure 1.6),
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(iii) ‖M−1A′k‖2 (and its analogue for the two Neumann BIEs), and (iv) the quantity

L :=
∑̀
j=1

log
1

|λj |
.

The exponents in Table 1.1 are obtained using the nonlinear least-squares Marquardt-Levenberg
algorithm (the basis of the ‘fit’ command in gnuplot).

We consider the quantities `, ‖M−1A′k‖2, and L because we used k-explicit bounds on these to
obtain (1.25) from (1.19), and we want to see how sharp the k-dependence of these intermediary
bounds is. Each of ‖M−1A′k‖2 and its Neumann analogues has the same k-dependence for both
the small and large cavities – see the top-left plots in Figures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 below – and so the
norm only appears in one column in Table 1.1.

# it. small # it. large ` small ` large norm L small L large
Dirichlet A′k 0.66 0.82 0.95 1.00 0.31 0.77 0.90
Neumann Bk 0.55 0.77 0.93 0.97 0 0.78 0.91

reg. Neumann Bk,reg 0.60 0.80 0.95 0.95 0 0.79 0.89

Table 1.1: The exponents in how the quantities in the columns vary with k in 2-d (i.e. if a
quantity ∼ ka, then a is displayed), as determined by numerical experiments through k = kem,0 for
k ∈ (50, 290).

We highlight the following points from the table.
The number of iterations grows slightly less than kd−1 for the large cavity. Table 1.1 shows

that, in 2-d, the number of iterations roughly ∼ k0.6 for the small cavity and ∼ k0.8 for the large
cavity, for each of the three BIEs. Figure 4.2 below shows that for the Dirichlet problem in 3-d
the number of iterations grows slightly faster than k2 for the small cavity and slightly slower than
k2 for the large cavity, over the range k ∈ (20, 110.5) – note that this is a smaller range than we
consider in 2-d.

The bound (1.25) will always give m & kd−1 because m & ` and ` ∼ kd−1. Assumption A2 is
that ` . kd−1; in §3 we present heuristic arguments based on Weyl asymptotics why A2 holds, and
the numerical experiments for d = 2 indicate that ` ∼ k. Therefore, since the right-hand side of
(1.25) contains `, the bound (1.25) gives that m & kd−1 no matter what bounds we obtain on the
other quantities in (1.19).

Our current bound L . kd−1 log k is essentially sharp for the large cavity. As described at the
end of §1.6.2, we use ` . kd−1 to bound

L . kd−1 max
j=1,...,`

(
log

1

|λj |

)
,

and then obtain L . kd−1 log k by using (1.15) to bound |λj |, j = 1, . . . , `, below. Using (1.15)
in this way assumes that the distance from zero of each outlier eigenvalue is algebraically small
in k, which is clearly pessimistic, as shown by Figures 1.5, 1.8, and 1.9. However, for the large
cavity Table 1.1 shows ` growing like k and L growing like k0.9; therefore, ignoring the log k factor,
the bound L . kd−1 log k appears to be sharp for the large cavity, at least in 2-d. For the small
cavity ` grows roughly like k0.95, but L grows like k0.8, indicating that the actual positions of the
eigenvalues (and not just their number) possibly affect the behaviour of L in this case.

The norms of the operators grow with k in the limit k →∞, and so, for k sufficiently large, the
bound (1.25) will be dominated by ‖A′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)k

d−1 log k. How ‖A′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) depends on
both k and the geometry of Ω− is now well-understood thanks to [21], [47, Appendix A], [39], [35,
Chapter 4], and [40]. These results show that, as k →∞, k1/2 . ‖A′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) . k1/2 log k for
both the small and large cavities, and we expect that the ideas behind these results can be used to
show that ‖Bk,reg‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) & k1/6 for these domains; see the discussion in §4.5 about the top-
left plots. Table 1.1 shows, however, that in the range k ∈ (50, 290) the growth of ‖A′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)

is slower than k1/2, and ‖Bk,reg‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) does not grow; at least for ‖A′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ), this
discrepancy is explained in §4.5.

Remark 1.7. Recall that, in exact arithmetic, GMRES converges at most N iterations (where
N is the dimension of the linear system). For a fixed number of points per wavelength, N ∼
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h−(d−1) ∼ kd−1, and thus we expect that, at least for k sufficiently large, growth of the number
of iterations like kd−1 is the worst possible. Therefore, the fact that the number of iterations for
the large cavity grows slightly slower than kd−1 shows how difficult a problem this is. We also
highlight that the omitted constant in N ∼ kd−1 is both large and dependent on the number of
points per wavelength. In contrast, the constants C1 and C2 in (1.25) only depend on properties of
the near-zero eigenvalues, and thus are independent of the number of points per wavelength.

Limitations of the “cluster plus outliers” model applied to M−1A′k and how it could
be improved. The limitations of the “cluster plus outliers” model where the “outliers” are the
near-zero eigenvalues are shown in Figures 1.5, 1.8, and 1.9. Indeed, these plots show that the
“cluster” of eigenvalues away from zero is itself a cluster with outliers. Furthermore, this “cluster
within the cluster” appears to be contained in a k-independent set (see Figure 1.5).

We therefore expect that a bound with improved k-dependence could be obtained by taking this
additional structure into account. Indeed, ‖A′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) currently enters the bounds (1.24) and
(1.25) as a bound on the modulus of the cluster eigenvalues. If one could prove that the number
of the “outliers of the cluster” is . kd−1 and that the “cluster within the cluster” is contained in a
k-independent set, then this would replace the bounds (1.24) and (1.25) with a bound of the form
m & kd−1 log k.

1.7 Applicability of the ideas in this paper to Helmholtz FEM.
Until now we have focused on solving the scattering problem (1.1) using BIEs and BEM, however
the general result of Theorem 1.3 can be applied to other Helmholtz discretisations satisfying
Assumptions A0-A3 (or suitably modified versions of these).

Location and number of the near-zero eigenvalues for FEM. As mentioned in §1.4, the
connection between quasimodes and near-zero eigenvalues of the standard domain-based variational
formulation (i.e. the basis of FEM) is much clearer than for BEM, and this is subject of the
companion paper [37]. Indeed, [37, Theorem 1.4] proves that if k = kj , then there exists a near-
zero eigenvalue of the standard domain-based variational formulation, with the distance of this
eigenvalue from zero given in terms of the quality ε(kj) of the quasimode. Furthermore, [37,
Theorem 1.7] shows that the eigenvalues inherit the multiplicities of the quasimodes. These results
are proved using arguments from microlocal and complex analysis, inspired by the celebrated
“quasimodes to resonances” results of [91], [85] (following [87, 88]); see also [28, Theorem 7.6].

Location of the other eigenvalues for FEM. While the near-zero eigenvalues for FEM are
easier to understand rigorously than those for BEM, one subtlety in the FEM case is that the
eigenvalues away from zero need not be in a half-plane (as in A1). If either the exact Dirichlet-to-
Neumann map or an impedance boundary condition is used on the truncation boundary, then the
numerical range (and hence the eigenvalues) is contained in the lower-half plane. Furthermore, if
the problem is nontrapping, then the eigenvalues are contained in a half-plane an O(1) distance
below the real axis [10, Theorem 1.12], suggesting that A1 holds with N and H independent
of k (see also [64, Theorem 5.1] for stronger results on the eigenvalue distribution of a simple
nontrapping problem).

However, if a perfectly-matched layer (PML) is used, then the numerical range of the operator
contains elements in the upper-half plane, as can be seen from [62, Equation after (2.12)]. Never-
theless, we expect that a similar result to Theorem 1.3 can be proved under a modified version of
A1 by replacing the domain Kβ ⊂ C in Lemma 2.2 below by a non-convex domain, such as one of
the class introduced in [55]; see, e.g., the discussion in [63, §3.1.2].

Preconditioning FEM discretisations. The reason we have focused on BEM (and not FEM)
in this paper is that one usually seeks to precondition GMRES applied to the FEM discretisation
of the standard variational formulation of the Helmholtz equation. This is because the number of
GMRES iterations without preconditioning grows rapidly with k even in non-trapping scenarios.
This is in contrast to BEM, where the number of GMRES iterations for discretisations of BIEs
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(1.4) and (1.6) enjoy mild growth with k in nontrapping situations; see [38, Theorem 1.16 and
Figure 1] for (1.4) and [15, Tables 1 and 2] for (1.6).

The design of good preconditioners for GMRES applied to the Helmholtz FEM in nontrapping
scenarios is a very active area of research; see the literature reviews in [31, 32, 42], and [46, §1.3].
Since our theory below only proves bounds for GMRES applied to unpreconditioned matrices, our
results are less interesting for FEM than for BEM. Nevertheless, our results still provide insight
into the design of preconditioners for trapping problems – this is discussed in the conclusions §5.

2 Proofs of Theorems 1.3, 1.5, and 1.6

2.1 Definition of spectral projectors
Given B ∈ Cn×n, let λ1, . . . , λ` be a subset of the eigenvalues of B (we later choose this subset to
be the eigenvalues in N for a matrix satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1.3, but the results
in this subsection hold more generally). Let Γj , j = 1, . . . , `, be a circle enclosing λj but no other
eigenvalue of B, and let Γ = ∪`j=1Γj . Let Γ̃ be a positively-oriented curve enclosing the rest of the
spectrum. Let Rk(z) := (zI−B)

−1, i.e. Rk(z) is the resolvent of B.
As in, e.g., [18, 30, 80], we define the spectral projectors of B on Γj and Γ̃ by

PΓj :=
1

2πi

∫
Γj

Rk(z) dz, 1 ≤ j ≤ `, and Pcl :=
1

2πi

∫
Γ̃

Rk(z) dz.

Let

Pout =
∑̀
j=0

PΓj . (2.1)

The residue theorem implies that

Pout + Pcl = I (2.2)

(see, e.g., [80, Theorem 3.3., Page 67]) and properties of holomorphic functional calculus imply
that

PoutPout = Pout, PclPcl = Pcl, PclPout = 0, PclB = BPcl, PoutB = BPout.

Let rj be the index of λj , i.e., the dimension of the largest Jordan block associated with λj . Then
range(PΓj ) = ker(λjI−B)rj where rj is the index of λj , see [80, Lemma 3.1]. This last property
implies that

PΓj (I− λ−1
j B)rj = (I− λ−1

j B)rjPΓj = 0, (2.3)

for 1 ≤ j ≤ `. Finally, let r :=
∑`
j=1 rj .

2.2 The ideas of the proofs
Idea 1: use the “cluster plus outliers” model from [18]. The starting point is the bound
in the following lemma (proved in §2.3 below), which is essentially that in [18, Proposition 4.1].

Lemma 2.1. Let B ∈ Cn×n and Γ̃ be as in §2.1. If m ≥ r, then

‖rm(B,b,x0)‖2
‖r0(B,b,x0)‖2

≤ 1

2π
|Γ̃| min

pm−r∈Pm−r,
pm−r(0)=1

max
z∈Γ̃

∏̀
j=1

|λj − z|
|λj |

‖Rk(z)‖2|pm−r(z)|

 . (2.4)

We now need to use the freedom we have in choosing Γ̃ to bound on this curve the three terms
in brackets on the right-hand side of (2.4), namely, the distance of the outliers to Γ̃ (i.e. |λj − z|),
the norm of the resolvent (i.e. ‖Rk(z)‖2), and the polynomial pm−r.
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Idea 2: choose the shape of Γ̃ so that one can use the min-max result of [11]. To
bound the polynomial on the right-hand side of (2.4), we use the following result of [11]. Given a
compact set K ⊂ C, let

Em(K) := min
pm∈Pm,
pm(0)=1

max
z∈K

∣∣pm(z)
∣∣ (2.5)

Lemma 2.2 ([11, Lemma 2.2]). Given β ∈ (0, π/2), let Kβ ⊂ C be defined by

Kβ :=
{
z : |z| ≤ 1

}
∩
{
z : Re(z) ≥ cos(β)

}
.

Let γβ be defined by (1.18). Then, for any m ∈ Z+,

Em(Kβ) ≤ min

{
2 + γβ ,

2

1− γm+1
β

}
γmβ .

Observe that, for a ∈ C \ {0}, Em(aK) = Em(K), since

Em(aK) = min
pm∈Pm,
pm(0)=1

max
z∈aK

∣∣pm(z)
∣∣ = min

pm∈Pm,
pm(0)=1

max
z̃∈K

∣∣pm(az̃)
∣∣ = min

p̃m∈Pm,
p̃m(0)=1

max
z̃∈K

∣∣p̃m(z̃)
∣∣

where p̃m(z̃) = pm(az̃).
We therefore choose Γ̃ to be a scaling of ∂Kβ , i.e. Γ̃ = R(∂Kβ) for some R > 0 – see Figure

2.1 – and use Lemma 2.2 to bound the term involving pm−r in (2.4).

O

Im

Re

Re(z) = R cos(β) Re(z) = R

Γ̃2
Γ̃1

R

Figure 2.1: The contour Γ̃ := Γ̃1 + Γ̃2 in the complex z plane.

Idea 3: choose the parameters defining Γ̃ to control the resolvent. We choose Γ̃ to be
the boundary of RKβ with R := ‖B‖2 + δ for some δ > 0. This choice of R ensures that B(0, R)
encloses all the eigenvalues of B.

We now use the freedom we have in choosing δ > 0 and β ∈ (0, π/2) to control ‖R(z)‖2 on Γ̃.
Since ∥∥(zI−B)−1

∥∥
2
≤ 1

z − ‖B‖2
for |z| ≥ ‖B‖2,

we have

‖Rk(z)‖2 ≤ δ−1 for z ∈ ∂B(0, R). (2.6)
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To bound ‖Rk(z)‖2 on the straight part of (‖B‖2 +δ)Kβ we choose δ and β so that this straight
parts avoids the δ-pseudospectrum of B, Λδ(B), defined by

Λδ(B) :=
{
z ∈ C : ‖(zI−B)−1‖2 ≥ δ−1

}
. (2.7)

Avoiding Λδ(B) is possible with δ sufficiently small because of the following result.

Theorem 2.3 (Bauer-Fike-type theorem [93, Theorem 52.2]). If B ∈ Cn×n has n simple eigen-
values, then, for all δ > 0,

Λδ(B) ⊆
n⋃
j

(
λj +B

(
0, δ n κ(λj)

))
,

The price we pay for using this general result is that δ can potentially be small. However, when
the resulting bound is applied to Helmholtz BEM, the smallness of δ is not the limiting factor in
the k-dependence of the bound.

2.3 Proof of Lemma 2.1
As in [18], we define the minimal polynomial associated with (λj)

`
j=1. Let

qr(z) :=
∏̀
j=1

(1− λ−1
j z)rj ; (2.8)

observe that qr ∈ Pr (since r :=
∑`
j=1 rj) and qr(0) = 1. The significance of qr(z) is shown by the

following lemma.

Lemma 2.4.
Poutqr(B) = 0.

Proof. By the definitions of qr (2.8) and Pout (2.1), and then (2.3),

Poutqr(B) =

(∑̀
m=1

PΓm

)∏̀
j=1

(
I− λ−1

j B
)rj =

∑̀
m=1

∏̀
j=1

PΓm

(
I− λ−1

j B
)rj︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0 when j=m

 .

Let pm−r ∈ Pm−r be any polynomial of order m− r such that pm−r(0) = 1. Let

pm(B) := qr(B)pm−r(B),

so that pm ∈ Pm with pm(0) = 1. Then, by (2.2) and Lemma 2.4,

pm(B) = Poutqr(B)pm−r(B) + Pclqr(B)pm−r(B) = Pclqr(B)pm−r(B).

Using this in the characterisation (1.11) of the GMRES residual, we find that

‖rm(B,b,x0)‖2 ≤ min
pm−r∈Pm−r,
pm−r(0)=1

‖Pclqr(B)pm−r(B)r0(B,b,x0)‖2. (2.9)

By the definition of Pcl,

‖rm(B,b,x0)‖2
‖r0(B,b,x0)‖2

≤ min
pm−r∈Pm−r,
pm−r(0)=1

1

2π

∫
Γ̃

‖Rk(z)‖2|qr(z)pm−r(z)|dz,

and then (2.4) follows from the definition of qr.
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2.4 Proof of Theorem 1.3
We first observe that it is sufficient to prove that

‖rm(B,b,x0)‖2
‖r0(B,b,x0)‖2

≤

∏̀
j=1

1

|λj |

 (‖B‖2 + δ)`+1 2` δ−1(γβ + 2)γm−rβ . (2.10)

Indeed, (1.19) then follows by (i) using the inequalities 2 ≤ 3 and γβ +2 ≤ 3, (ii) taking logarithms
of both sides of (2.10), and (iii) noting that the assumption that B has simple eigenvalues implies
that rj = 1 for j = 1, . . . , `, so r = `.

To prove (2.10), we start from the bound (2.4), and then follow Ideas 2 and 3 in §2.2. Indeed,
we set Γ̃ := RKβ̃ , where R := ‖B‖2 + δ, with β̃ ∈ (0, π/2) and δ > 0 free parameters to be fixed
later. Let Γ̃1 and Γ̃2 be as in Figure 2.1.

Since the spectrum of B is discrete, for δ small enough there exists L with L0 < L < L1

such that that line Re z = L does not intersect the δ-pseudospectrum Λδ(B). Indeed, combining
Theorem 2.3 and the definitions of Neig and κ∗, we see that this is possible if

2δ n κ∗Neig < L1 − L0,

and thus certainly if δ is given by (1.17). With this choice of δ and the associated L, let β̃ and β
be defined so that

cos β̃ =
L

R+ δ
and cosβ =

L0

R+ δ
, (2.11)

and observe that Kβ̃ ⊂ Kβ since L > L0.
In summary, Γ̃ := RKβ̃ with δ defined by (1.17), R := ‖B‖2 + δ, L is defined so that the line

Re z = L does not intersect the δ-pseudospectrum Λδ(B), and β̃ is defined by (2.11).
With Γ̃ now defined, we now bound the quantities appearing on the right-hand side of (2.4).

Since Γ̃ ⊂ B(0, R),

max
z∈Γ̃

∏̀
j=1

|λj − z|

 ≤ (2R)` on Γ̃. (2.12)

Furthermore, the bound (2.6) implies that ‖R(z)‖2 ≤ δ−1 on Γ̃2 and the choice of L and the
definition of Λδ(B) (2.7) implies that ‖R(z)‖2 ≤ δ−1 on Γ̃2; therefore

‖R(z)‖2 ≤ δ−1 on Γ̃. (2.13)

Using (2.12) and (2.13) in (2.4), we find that

‖rm(B,b,x0)‖2
‖r0(B,b,x0)‖2

≤

∏̀
j=1

1

|λj |

 R (2R)` δ−1 min
pm−r∈Pm−r,
pm−r(0)=1

max
z∈Γ̃
|pm−r(z)|.

Using the fact that Γ̃ = ∂(RKβ), the definition of Em−r(Kβ), and the fact that Kβ̃ ⊂ Kβ , we
have

min
pm−r∈Pm−r,
pm−r(0)=1

max
z∈Γ̃
|pm−r(z)| ≤ min

pm−r∈Pm−r,
pm−r(0)=1

max
z∈RKβ

|pm−r(z)| = Em−r(RKβ̃) ≤ Em−r(RKβ).

The result (2.10) then follows from using Lemma 2.2.

Remark 2.5 (Removing the assumption that the eigenvalues are simple). We assumed that the
eigenvalues of B were simple to use Theorem 2.3. To remove this assumption, one can use the
Bauer-Fike theorem (see, e.g, [93, Theorem 2.3]) that

Λδ(B) ⊂ Λ(B) +B(0, δκ(V)),

for B = VΛV−1 with Λ a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues on the diagonal and V the corres-
ponding matrix of eigenvectors. Assumption A3 would then be replaced with an assumption that
κ(V) grows at most polynomially with increasing k.
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2.5 Proof of Theorems 1.5 and 1.6
Before proving these results, we recall the following bounds on A′k and its inverse for general Ω−.

Lemma 2.6 (Bounds on ‖A′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) and ‖(A′k)−1‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)).
(i) If Ω− is Lipschitz, then, given k0 > 0, there exists C1 (depending on k0) such that

‖A′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) ≤ C1k
(d−1)/2 for all k ≥ k0. (2.14)

(ii) If Ω− is C∞ then, given k0 > 0, there exists C2, C3 (depending on k0) such that∥∥(A′k)−1
∥∥
L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)

≤ C2 exp
(
C3k

)
for all k ≥ k0. (2.15)

References for the proof. The bound (2.14) was proved in [21, Theorem 3.6]. The bound (2.15) was
proved in [23, Equation 1.35 and Lemma 6.2] using the bounds on Helmholtz solution operators
from [17, Theorem 2] and [10, Theorem 1.8 and Corollary 1.9].

We note that when Ω− is piecewise smooth, sharper bounds than (2.14) are available from [47,
Appendix A], [39], [35, Chapter 4], and [40]. However, the bound (2.14) is sufficient for the proofs
of Theorems 1.5 and 1.6.

We now prove Theorems 1.5 and 1.6. First observe that, by the definitions of Neig and ` and
Assumption A2,

1 ≤ Neig ≤ ` . kd−1. (2.16)
By Assumption A1, S is independent of k; we then choose L0 and L1 to be also independent of k;
i.e. L0, L1 ∼ 1. By Assumption A3, there exists M > 0 such that κ∗ . kM and, by its definition
(1.16) κ∗ ≥ 1. Using in (1.17) all these inequalities, along with n ∼ kd−1, we find that

k−M−2(d−1) . δ . k−(d−1). (2.17)

By the bound (1.23) from Assumption A0 and then (2.14),∥∥M−1A′k
∥∥

2
∼ ‖A′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) . k(d−1)/2. (2.18)

Using (2.17) and (2.18) in (1.19), we obtain that if m satisfies

m & kd−1 + ‖A′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)

(
kd−1 max

1≤j≤`

(
log

1

|λj |

)
+ log(ε−1) + log k + kd−1 log k

)
(2.19)

(where the omitted constant depends on M and d), then the mth GMRES residual satisfies
‖rm‖2/‖r0‖2 ≤ ε.

The bounds on m (1.24) and (1.25) now follow from using in (2.19) two different bounds on
|λj |−1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ `. If µ is an eigenvalue of A′k, then |µ| ≥ ‖(A′k)−1‖−1

L2(Γ)→L2(Γ). Therefore, by
the upper bound on ‖(A′k)−1‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) in (2.15),

|µ| ≥ exp(−C3k) for all k ≥ 1.

Similarly, by the upper bound on ‖(A′k)−1‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) in (1.15), given ν > 0, there exists C ′ =
C ′(ν) and J ⊂ [1,∞) with |J | ≤ ν such that

|µ| ≥ C ′k−(5d/2+1) for all k ∈ [1,∞) \ J.

By the bound (1.23) in Assumption A0, analogous bounds hold at the discrete level for the eigen-
values of M−1A′k. Using these bounds in (2.19) we obtain the result that if m satisfies (1.24) and
(1.25), respectively, then the mth GMRES residual satisfies ‖rm‖2/‖r0‖2 ≤ ε.

3 Weyl asymptotics, Assumption A2, and why the large cav-
ity has more near-zero eigenvalues than the small cavity

Recall that Assumption A2 is that the number of near-zero eigenvalues of M−1A′k is . kd−1, where
the near-zero eigenvalues are defined as those in the set k-independent open set N in O1/A1.

In this section we use Weyl asymptotics to give heuristic arguments about why this assumption
holds, and also why the large cavity has more near-zero eigenvalues than the small cavity. We
begin by giving numerical evidence that Assumption A2 holds.
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3.1 Numerical evidence for Assumption A2
Figure 3.1 plots the the number of eigenvalues of M−1A′k in the rectangle [−0.1, 0.1]× [−0.6, 0.6] as
a function of k (plotted at k = kem,0 and k = kom,n) for both the small and large cavities in 2-d. The
blue lines are best-fit lines fitted using the nonlinear least-squares Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm;
we see the number of eigenvalues growing very close to linearly with k. The same experiments for
the Galerkin matrices of the operators Bk and Bk,reg result in very similar plots; we do not show
them here, but the exponents in the best fit lines are displayed in Table 1.1.
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Figure 3.1: The number of eigenvalues of M−1A′k in the rectangle [−0.1, 0.1]× [−0.6, 0.6] plotted
against k = kem,0 and k = kom,n for both the small and large cavities.

The pink lines in Figure 3.1 show how many Laplace eigenfunctions of the ellipse E (1.2) are
localised in the respective cavity; we explain in §3.4 below how we calculate this. These localised
eigenfunctions produce quasimodes (in the sense of Definition 1.1) with small quality. Figure 3.1
therefore gives strong evidence for both the observation O2(b) (if k = kj with kj in a quasimode,
then M−1A′k has a near-zero eigenvalue), and the stronger properties that all the eigenvalues
of M−1A′k in N correspond to quasimode frequencies kj , and that the majority of quasimodes
correspond to localised eigenfunctions of the Laplacian in the ellipse.

3.2 Recap of Weyl asymptotics for the number of eigenvalues of the
Laplacian

On a bounded domain Ω ⊂ Rd, the standard Weyl law states that, for either the Dirichlet or
Neumann problem in Ω,

NΩ(Λ) =
Λd/2ωd Vol(Ω)

(2π)d
+O

(
Λ(d−1)/2

)
as Λ→∞; (3.1)

see e.g. [94, Theorem 1.2.1], [83, 59]. In fact, if the periodic billiard trajectories on Ω with speed
one form a set of zero measure, [52] (see also [51, Corollary 29.1.6] [94, Theorem 1.6.1]) proved
that

NΩ(Λ) =
Λd/2ωd Vol(Ω)

(2π)d
± ωd−1

4(2π)d−1
Λ(d−1)/2 Vol(∂Ω) + o

(
Λ(d−1)/2

)
as Λ→∞, (3.2)

where ωd is the volume of the unit ball in Rd, the plus sign is taken for the Dirichlet problem, and
the minus sign for the Neumann problem.

3.3 Two non-rigorous arguments about why we expect A2 to hold
The first uses Observations O2(a)-(c) from §1.4 along with results from [85] linking the number
of quasimodes to the number of resonances, and Weyl-type bounds on the number of resonances
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from [76].
The second uses the Weyl asymptotics for the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian on Γ (i.e. the

surface Laplacian) along with results from [35, Chapter 4] about the properties of the boundary-
integral operators D′k and Sk as semiclassical pseudodifferential operators.

3.3.1 Why we expect A2 to hold when there exists quasimodes with ε(k) = O(k−∞).

We use the notation that a = O(k−∞) as k → ∞ if, given N > 0, there exists CN and k0 such
that |a| ≤ CNk−N for all k ≥ k0, i.e. a decreases superalgebraically in k.

The steps in this argument are as follows:

1. We assume that all the eigenvalues of M−1A′k in N correspond to quasimode frequencies kj ;
i.e. there exists a one-to-one mapping between eigenvalues in N and quasimode frequencies
kj , such that an eigenvalue corresponding to frequency kj∗ is closest to the origin when
k = kj∗ .

2. By Point 1, O1/A1, and O2(c) (the fact that the eigenvalues move at O(1) speed), the
number of eigenvalues in N at k equals the number of quasimode frequencies kj in an interval
[k + p, k − p] with p independent of k.

3. If the quality of the quasimode is O(k−∞), then the number of quasimode frequencies kj in
an interval [k + p, k − p], with p independent of k, is . kd−1.

4. By Points 2 and 3, the number of eigenvalues in N at k is . kd−1.

Regarding Point 2: Recall that N is independent of k by O1/A1. By O2(c), the eigenvalues in
N move at k-independent speed, and we assume that the paths of the eigenvalues are similar to
those in Figure 1.6 and 1.10 (i.e., the eigenvalues don’t move, e.g., in circles in N ). Therefore, the
number of eigenvalues in N at k is equal to the number of eigenvalues that pass close to zero in
an interval [k + p, k− p] with p independent of k. By Point 1, this number is equal to the number
of kj in [k + p, k − p].

Regarding Point 3: If the quality of the quasimode is O(k−∞), then, by [85, Theorem 2 and
Corollary 2], the number of quasimodes is bounded by the number of resonances in an O(k−∞)
neighbourhood below the real axis. Using the notation

N(K) :=
∣∣{kj ≤ K : kj is a quasimode frequency

}∣∣, (3.3)

where | · | denotes cardinality of a set, the bound

N(k + p)−N(k − p) . kd−1 (3.4)

follows since, by [76, Proposition 2], the counting function of the number of resonances in an O(1)
neighbourhood of the real axis satisfies (3.4). (Note that the assumption [76, Equation 1.9] about
the Weyl asymptotics for the reference operator in the black-box framework holds by the results
recapped in §3.2).

Remark 3.1 (When do there exist quasimodes with ε(k) = O(k−∞)?). There exist quasimodes
with ε(k) = O(k−∞) if Ω− satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1.2, and also in the following two
situations by [20, Theorem 1] and [86, Theorem 1] respectively.

(i) Ω+ contains an elliptic-trapped ray such that (a) ΓD is analytic in a neighbourhood of the
ray and (b) the ray satisfies the stability condition [20, (H1)]. In this situation, if q > 11/2 when
d = 2 and q > 2d + 1 when d ≥ 3, then there exists a family of quasimodes (in the sense of
Definition 1.1) with

ε(k) = C1 exp(−C2k
1/q)

for some C1, C2 > 0 and independent of k.
(ii) There exists a sequence of resonances {λ`}∞`=1 of the exterior Dirichlet problem with

0 ≤ − Imλ` = O
(
|λ`|−∞

)
and Reλ` →∞ as `→∞

(recall that the resonances of the exterior Dirichlet problem are the poles of the meromorphic
continuation of the solution operator from Im k ≥ 0 to Im k < 0; see, e.g., [28, Theorem 4.4. and
Definition 4.6]).
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3.3.2 A second argument why we expect Assumption A2 to hold.

We consider the case when Γ ∈ C∞ since a great deal of information is then available about the
structure of D′k and Sk (see [35, Chapter 4]). In particular, these operators have the following two
important features.

(i) For any ε > 0, there is M > 0 such that if v is a function with frequency ≥Mk, then

‖D′kv‖L2 + k‖Skv‖L2 ≤ ε‖v‖L2 .

(ii) Sk and D′k almost map the Hilbert space of functions with frequency larger thanMk to itself.

If (ii) were exactly true (i.e., Sk and D′k exactly preserve the space of functions with frequency
larger than Mk) then we could decompose L2 = F≤Mk ⊕ F>Mk where F≤MK denotes the Hilbert
space of functions with frequency ≤ Mk, and F>Mk its orthogonal complement. In particular,
since F≤Mk and F>Mk would be invariant under the action of A′k, the eigenvalues of A′k would
then be the union of the eigenvalues of

A′< := ΠF≤MkA
′
kΠF≤Mk : F≤Mk → F≤Mk

and
A′> := ΠF>MkA

′
kΠF>Mk : F>Mk → F>Mk.

Then, by (i) all of the eigenvalues of A′> would be contained in B( 1
2 , ε) and hence eigenvalues

outside this ball would correspond to eigenvalues of A′<. By Weyl asymptotics, dimF≤Mk ≤ Ckd−1;
therefore the number of eigenvalues of A′k outside the ball of radius ε around 1

2 would be . kd−1.
We now make this heuristic argument slightly more precise. Let −∆g be the Laplacian on Γ,

and χ ∈ C∞c ((−2, 2); [0, 1]) with χ ≡ 1 on [−1, 1]. Then, writing

Rk := (D′k − ikSk)(I − χ(−k−2∆g)),

we have that Rk is semiclassical pseudodifferential operator of order −1. Furthermore, inspecting
the semiclassical principle symbols of D′k and Sk, we see that there is f such that |〈t〉f(t)| ≤ C
and ∥∥〈−k−2∆g〉1/2(Rk − f(−k−2∆g)))

∥∥
L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)

+
∥∥(Rk − f(−k−2∆g)))〈−k−2∆g〉1/2

∥∥
L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)

≤ Ck−1.

Furthermore, for any ε > 0 there exists M large enough such that∥∥(D′k − ikSk)(I − 1[−M2,M2](−k−2∆g))
∥∥
L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)

< ε,

k
∥∥[(D′k − ikSk), 1[−M2,M2](−k−2∆g)

]∥∥
L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)

< ε,
(3.5)

and then both (i) and (ii) above follow from (3.5).
Define F>Mk to be the cokernel of 1[−M2,M2](−k−2∆g) in L2(Γ) and then F≤Mk its orthogonal

complement. Then let Π = 1[−M2,M2](−k−2∆g) be the orthogonal projector onto F≤Mk. By (3.5),

D′k−ikSk = D̃′k−ikS̃k+O(k−1ε)L2→L2 , D̃′k−ikS̃k := (I−Π)(D′k−ikSk)(I−Π)+Π(D′k−ikSk)Π.

We now argue with D′k− ikSk replaced by D̃k− ikS̃k and choose ε < 1
4 in (3.5). In this case, we

can orthogonally decompose L2(Γ) into the subspaces F≤Mk and F>Mk which are invariant under
application of Ã′k := 1

2I + D̃′k − ikS̃k. Then, since

( 1
2 − z)I + (I −Π)(Dk − ikSk)(I −Π)

is invertible for |z − 1
2 | >

1
4 , Ã

′
k has at most dimF≤Mk eigenvalues in |z − 1

2 | >
1
4 .

By the Weyl law on Γ (which follows from [50, 60, 5] since Γ has no boundary),

dimF≤MK =
∣∣{λj ≤Mk : λ2

j is an eigenvalue of −∆g}
∣∣ =

Volg(Γ)ωd−1

(2π)d−1
(Mk)d−1 +O(kd−2),

and, in particular, Ã′k has at most Ckd−1 eigenvalues in |z − 1
2 | >

1
4 .

Remark 3.2. Although the difference is small, replacing D′k − ikSk by D̃′k − ikS̃k as we did in the
arguments above is a serious simplification and a more sophisticated argument would be needed to
obtain a genuine bound on the number of eigenvalues away from z = 1/2.
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3.4 Why M−1A′k has more near-zero eigenvalues for the large cavity than
the small cavity

How the pink lines in Figure 3.1 were determined. Figure 3.1 shows that the number of
eigenvalues of M−1A′k in N = [−0.1, 0.1] × [−0.6, 0.6] grows with k for both the small and large
cavities, but the rate of growth is higher for the large cavity than the small cavity. Recall that the
pink lines in Figure 3.1 show how many eigenfunctions of the Laplacian in the ellipse are localised
in the respective cavity.

In §3.3.1 we assumed that all the near-zero eigenvalues of M−1A′k correspond to quasimode
frequencies kj , and we argued that∣∣{λ eigenvalue of M−1A′k : λ ∈ N

}∣∣ = N(k + p)−N(k − p), (3.6)

for an appropriate p, where N(k) is given by (3.3); i.e., N(k) is the counting function of the
quasimode frequencies.

We assume further that all the quasimode frequencies correspond to eigenvalues of Laplacian
in the ellipse E (1.2) whose eigenfunctions localised about the minor axis, so that

N(k + p)−N(k − p) = Nloc(k + p)−Nloc(k − p), (3.7)

where Nloc is the counting function of these eigenvalues of the Laplacian.
We now use a microlocal version of the Weyl asymptotics (3.2) to determine the asymptotics of

Nloc(k). Assume that the ellipse is cut at (xcut, ycut), so that the small cavity corresponds to xcut =
− cos(3π/10) = cos(7π/10), and the large cavity corresponds to xcut = − cos(π/10) = cos(9π/10);
see Figure 1.1. Let

αcut := −
(

1− x2
cut

a2
1

)
= −y

2
cut

a2
2

. (3.8)

and let a :=
√
a2

1 − a2
2 (as in Appendix E). We show below that the asymptotics of Nloc for

eigenfunctions localised in the cut ellipse is given by

Nloc(K) =
Vloc(αcut)

(2π)2
Kd + c1K

d−1 + o
(
Kd−1

)
as K →∞, (3.9)

where

Vloc(α) := 8

∫ π/2

arcsin(
√
−α)

∫ cosh−1(
a1
a )

0

Φ(α, ω, θ) a2(sinh2(ω) + sin2(θ))dωdθ, (3.10)

where

Φ(α, ω, θ) :=

arcsin

(√
1

sinh2(ω)+sin2(θ)

(
α+ sin2 θ

))
if sin2(θ) ≥ −α

0 otherwise.
(3.11)

Calculating the integral in (3.10), we find Vloc = 0.9895 for the small cavity and Vloc = 3.0710 for
the large cavity.

Then, combining (3.6) and (3.7), we find that∣∣{λ eigenvalue of M−1A′k : λ ∈ N
}∣∣ = N(k + p)−N(k − p)

= Nloc(k + p)−Nloc(k − p) = 2pd
Vloc

(2π)2
Kd−1 + o

(
Kd−1

)
.

(3.12)

We now determine an appropriate value of p when N = [−0.1, 0.1] × [−0.6, 0.6] (since this is the
N we chose in Figure 3.1). Figure 1.6 indicates that the eigenvalues all move on roughly the
same trajectory through N . Since the eigenvalues move with speed observed numerically to be
approximately one, the appropriate p is half the length of the portion of the curve that intersects
N . With the imaginary part the x variable and the real part the y variable, we fit a polynomial of
degree two in x to this portion of the curve, and find its length to be 0.90, i.e., we take p = 0.45.
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Figure 3.2: The small cavity along with two confocal hyperbole. Eigenfunctions of the ellipse
associated to trajectories tangent to the red (dotted) hyperbola localise inside the cavity and
hence produce good quasimodes. Those associated to trajectories tangent to the blue (dashed)
hyperbola do not localise in the cavity and hence do not produce good quasimodes.

The pink lines in Figure 3.1 are then the linear function of k on the right-hand side (3.12) with
p = 0.45 and d = 2. As mentioned above, the fact the these pink lines match so well the number
of eigenvalue of M−1A′k in N give strong evidence for the assumptions that (i) all near-zero
eigenvalues of M−1A′k correspond to quasimodes, and (ii) the majority of quasimodes correspond
to localised eigenfunctions of the Laplacian in the ellipse.

How we obtained (3.9) and (3.10). In §3.2 we recapped the standard (3.1) and improved
(3.2) Weyl asymptotics for the number of eigenvalues of the Laplacian on a bounded domain.
Furthermore, there are microlocal versions of (3.2) (see e.g., [94, Theorems 1.8.5, 1.8.7]) that can
be integrated to state, roughly, that the counting function of the total L2 mass of the eigenfunctions
in any subset, U b {x ∈ Ω, |ξ| ≤ 1} is given by

Meig(U,Λ) =

∫
1U (x, ξ)dxdξ

(2π)d
Λd/2 + c1(U)Λ(d−1)/2 + o

(
Λ(d−1)/2

)
as Λ→∞, (3.13)

where x is the position variable, and ξ the momentum variable. (For domains without boundary,
these estimates can be recovered from [27] and the full statement together with more quantitative
versions can be found in [19, Theorem 6].) We now apply (3.13) to the ellipse. We could not find a
proof that the periodic billiard trajectories with speed one on an ellipse form a set of zero measure,
under which the improved Weyl asymptotics (3.2)/(3.13) hold. However, the results of [24, §4]
indicate that the counting function of eigenvalues of the ellipse does indeed satisfy the improved
Weyl asymptotics (3.2)/(3.13).

When Ω ⊂ R2 is the ellipse, the Laplacian is quantum completely integrable (see, e.g., [41]
for the definition of quantum complete integrability); one consequence of this is the separation of
variables used in Section E. Moreover, this complete integrability implies the existence of a basis
of eigenfunctions that concentrate along integrable tori. In particular, one expects that for U a
union of integrable tori,

Meig(U,Λ) ∼
∣∣{λj ≤ Λ : uλj is localised inside U

}∣∣. (3.14)

In addition to the the fact that we could not find a reference for the improved Weyl law on the
ellipse, this last step is also non-rigorous; a sophisticated analysis of the quantum completely
integrable system would be required to justify (3.14).

The integrable tori on the ellipse correspond to billiard trajectories that remain tangent to
some confocal conic. The eigenfunctions that localise inside the elliptic cavity correspond precisely
to eigenfunctions localised on integrable tori generated by confocal hyperbole that intersect the
boundary of the ellipse where it has not been truncated; see Figure 3.2. In Appendix F, we compute
the volume, Vloc, in phase space of the integrable tori contained entirely inside the small and large
cavities and show that (3.10) holds. The fact that these are all the eigenfunctions localised inside
the cavity (by (3.14)) then implies that (3.9) holds.
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4 Numerical experiments.

4.1 Description of the set-up used for the experiments
The BIEs (1.4), (1.5), and (1.6), involving the operators A′k, Bk, and Bk,reg respectively, were
discretised using the BEM with ten points per wavelength (as described in §1.1.6). The eigenvalues
and singular values of the resulting Galerkin matrices in 2-d were computed using the library
BemTool3 and LAPACK [1]. The largest matrices were around 4, 500× 4, 500, and no distributed
memory parallelisation was used.

The results about the Galerkin error, GMRES residual, and GMRES error were obtained
using the libraries PETSc [8, 7], BemTool, Htool4, and SuperLU_DIST [61] via the software
FreeFEM [48]. Note that no compression was used and the largest matrices were around 4, 500×
4, 500 in 2-d, and 450, 000× 450, 000 in 3-d.

In some of the figures we plot best-fit lines; these are computed with the nonlinear least-squares
Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm (the basis of the ‘fit’ command in gnuplot).

4.2 Experiments about F3(a) and F3(b) in 2-d for Dirichlet, Neumann,
and regularised Neumann BIEs

Figure 4.1 shows experiments about F3(a) (k-dependence of number of iterations) and F3(b) (de-
pendence of number of iterations on the cavity size) for the Dirichlet BIE (1.4), the Neumann BIE
(1.5), and the regularised Neumann BIE (1.6), through both integer frequencies and k = kem,0. We
saw a subset of these for the Dirichlet BIE in Figures 1.2 and 1.3.

The key point is that the growth of the number of iterations is the same through both sets of
frequencies and for all three BIEs – around O(k0.8) for the large cavity and around O(k0.6) for the
small cavity – even though

(i) Bk has a very different distribution of eigenvalues to A′k and Bk,reg as shown in §4.4 below,
and

(ii) the k-dependence of the norms of Bk and Bk,reg is very different from that of A′k – see §4.5
below.

4.3 Experiments about F3(a) in 3-d for the Dirichlet BIE
Figure 4.2 shows the number of GMRES iterations when the Dirichlet BIE (1.4) is solved with Ω−
the 3-d analogues of the small and large cavities (as described in §3.4) The fact that the number
of iterations grows roughly like O(k2), in contrast to roughly like O(k) in 2-d, is consistent with
the factors of kd−1 appearing in Theorem 1.6.

4.4 Plots of the eigenvalues of Bk and Bk,reg in 2-d.
Figure 4.3 plots the eigenvalues and singular values of the discretisations of Bk (“Neumann”) and
Bk,reg (“regularised Neumann”) for Ω− the small cavity at k = ke0,0.

These plots show the effect of regularising the hypersingular operator Hk. Indeed, the “tail”
of eigenvalues present for the discretisation of Bk is not present for Bk,reg. This tail is expected
since, for fixed k, as h → 0, the condition number of the discretisation of Hk ∼ h−1 [82, Exercise
4.5.2], [89, Lemma 12.9].

We also note that the eigenvalue distribution for Bk,reg is qualitatively similar to that for A′k
(see Figure 1.8), and indeed to that for Bk once the “tail” is removed.

4.5 Experiments about quantities in the bound of Theorem 1.3.
Figures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 plot the following quantities for discretisations of each of the operators
A′k, Bk, and Bk,reg through k = kem,0.

3https://github.com/xclaeys/BemTool
4https://github.com/htool-ddm/htool
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Figure 4.1: Number of iterations for the BIEs in 2-d with θ = 4π/10 and Ω− the small or large
cavity

• Top-left plot: the maximum singular value of M−1A, i.e., ‖M−1A‖2, where A is the re-
spective Galerkin matrix,

• Top-right plot: the minimum singular value of M−1A, i.e., ‖(M−1A)−1‖2, and the eigenvalue
of M−1A with the smallest modulus.

• Bottom-left plot: the quantity ∑
λ∈N

log

(
1

|λ|

)
(4.1)
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small and large cavities in 3-d
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Figure 4.3: The eigenvalues and singular values for the discretisations of the Neumann BIEs
involving Bk (“Neumann”) and Bk,reg (“Regularised Neumann”) for the small cavity at k = ke0,0.

where N = [−0.1, 0.1]× [−0.6, 0.6] (as in Figures 1.6 and 3.1).

• Bottom-right plot: log
(

maxλ(κ(λ))
)
, where κ(λ) is the eigenvalue condition number defined

by (1.16).

Regarding the top-left plots: recalling that ‖M−1A′k‖2 approximates ‖A′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) (see
Lemma B.1 and Assumption A0), we used this information about ‖A′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) and ‖Bk,reg‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)

in our discussion in §1.6.3 about the sharpness of Theorem 1.6.
Figure 4.4 shows ‖A′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) growing approximately like k1/3. How the geometry of Ω−

affects the k-dependence of ‖A′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) is now well-understood thanks to the results of [21],
[47, Appendix A], [39], [35, Chapter 4], and [40]. In fact, these results show that the k-dependence
of ‖A′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) as k → ∞ is dominated by the k-dependence of k‖Sk‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ), and this
∼ k1/3 on curved parts of Γ and ∼ k1/2 on flat parts, with the omitted constants dependent on the
surface measure of these parts of the boundary. For both the small and large cavities, the surface
measure of the flat parts of Ω− is much smaller than the surface measure of the curved parts of Ω−
(see Figure 1.1), and this is the reason why we only see the k1/3 growth for the range k ∈ (50, 290)
in Figure 4.4.

Similarly, Figure 4.6 shows ‖Bk,reg‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) being essentially constant for the range of k
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Figure 4.4: Properties of the discretisation of the Dirichlet BIE involving A′k for k = kem,0 and
N = [−0.1, 0.1]× [−0.6, 0.6].

considered, although we expect that ‖Bk,reg‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) will eventually & k1/6 for large enough k
since we expect that the arguments in [47, §A.3.1] can be used to prove that ‖D′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) & k1/6

for large enough k for both the small and large cavities. (Note that ‖D′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) . k1/4 log k
for sufficiently large k, for these domains by [47, Theorem A.1].)

Regarding the top-right plots: these show both
(i) the feature F2, i.e. that while the norms of the inverses of the boundary-integral operators

grow exponentially through kem,0, and thus the smallest singular values should decrease exponen-
tially, this growth/decay stagnates, and

(ii) that the smallest eigenvalue modulus is very close the smallest singular value, giving indirect
evidence for Assumption A2, i.e., that at kem,0 (for large enough m), the matrix has both a small
singular value and a near-zero eigenvalue.
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Figure 4.5: Properties of the discretisation of the Neumann BIE involving Bk for k = kem,0 and
N = [−0.1, 0.1]× [−0.6, 0.6].

Regarding the bottom-left plots: these plots show the quantity (4.1) growing differently for
the small and large cavities, and we used this information in our discussion in §1.6.3 about the
sharpness of Theorem 1.6.

Regarding the bottom-right plots: these verify Assumption A3, i.e., that the maximum
eigenvalue condition number does not grow exponentially with k (at least for the range of k
considered, i.e., k ∈ (50, 290)).

5 Conclusions
In §1.2, we stated that the main goals of this paper were to explain the feature F3(a) (i.e., why the
number of GMRES iterations grows algebraically with k, with no worse growth through quasimode
frequencies) and, to a certain extent, F3(b) (i.e., why the number of iterations depends on whether
Ω− is the small or large cavity).
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Figure 4.6: Properties of the discretisation of the regularised Neumann BIE involving Bk,reg for
k = kem,0 and N = [−0.1, 0.1]× [−0.6, 0.6].

Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 address F3(a). Although the k-dependence in the bounds on the number
of iterations in these results does not distinguish between the small and large cavities, and hence
does not explain F3(b), the coefficient of the highest-order term in the bound is linked to the
number of the near-zero eigenvalues, and the arguments in §3.4 explain heuristically the difference
between this number for the small and large cavities.

For future investigations of GMRES applied to Helmholtz trapping scenarios, we have the
following conclusions/messages.

The difference between k = kj and k 6= kj (where kj is a frequency in a quasimode) is
not important. We saw from Figures 1.2 and 4.1 that the growth in the number of GMRES
iterations did not depend on whether the frequency was in a quasimode (in contrast to the condition
number, which does depend strongly on this).
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The important quantities are (i) the growth of the cluster, and (ii) the number of
near-zero eigenvalues (governed by the number of quasimode frequencies).

Regarding (i): the norm is a proxy for this, but comparing the experiments for A′k (the BIE
(1.4) for the Dirichlet problem) in Figure 4.4 and Bk,reg (the regularised BIE (1.6) for the Neu-
mann problem) in Figure 4.6 we see one norm growing with k (i.e. ‖A′k‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)), the other
norm remaining constant (i.e. ‖Bk,reg‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)), but the number of GMRES iterations for both
growing at the same rate – see Figure 4.1.

Regarding (ii): the arguments in §3 show that this number is governed by the Weyl law, and
hence depends on dimension. We highlight that, once the frequency is high enough, the density
of these near-zero eigenvalues becomes too high for them to be considered as true “outliers” – see
Figure 1.5 – but the bounds of Theorems 1.3, 1.5, and 1.6 still hold.

We advocate that these two quantities (i) and (ii) should play the role for Helmholtz trap-
ping problems that the condition number plays in both understanding the behaviour of CG and
designing preconditioners for symmetric, positive-definite matrices. Indeed, if B is symmetric
positive-definite, it is well-known that

‖rm(B,b,x0)‖B
‖r0(B,b,x0)‖B

≤ 2

(√
κ(B)− 1

κ(B) + 1

)m
, (5.1)

where ‖·‖B denotes the norm induced by B. In a similar way to the bounds on GMRES, the
bound (5.1) can overestimate the number of iterations because it does not take into account either
the right-hand side, or the fact that CG (like GMRES) can have a superlinear convergence, which
depends on the particular distribution of eigenvalues. Therefore, CG does not converge with the
same speed for all matrices with the same maximum/minimum eigenvalues (and therefore for which
the right-hand side of (5.1) is the same).

Despite these drawbacks, the bound (5.1) is useful in at least the two following ways:
(a) It indicates that preconditioners should be designed with the goal of decreasing the condition

number and guarantees a reduction in the number of iterations if the resulting condition number
is sufficiently small.

(b) If one can show that the condition number of B is independent of a certain parameter, it
shows that the number of GMRES iterations to achieve a prescribed tolerance can be bounded
independently of this parameter; this fact is used in, e.g., domain-decompositions methods where
the number of iterations must be independent of the number of subdomains for the method to
scale.

We advocate the use of the quantities (i) and (ii) above in a similar way. In particular the
bounds of Theorems 1.3, 1.5, and 1.6 show that a sufficient condition for a preconditioner to
be robust at high frequency is for it to mitigate against the quantities (i) and (ii) growing with
frequency.

A Definitions of layer potentials and boundary-integral op-
erators

The single-layer and double-layer potentials, Sk and Dk respectively, are defined for φ ∈ L1(Γ) by

Skϕ(x) =

∫
Γ

Φk(x, y)ϕ(y) ds(y) for all x ∈ Rd \ Γ, and (A.1)

Dkϕ(x) =

∫
Γ

∂Φk(x, y)

∂n(y)
ϕ(y) ds(y) for all x ∈ Rd \ Γ,

where the fundamental solution Φk is defined by

Φk(x, y) :=


i

4
H

(1)
0 (k|x− y|), d = 2,

eik|x−y|

4π|x− y|
, d = 3,
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where H(1)
0 is the Hankel function of the first kind and order zero. If u is the solution to the

scattering problem (1.1), then Green’s second identity implies that

u(x) = uI(x) +
(
Dku

)
(x)−

(
Sk∂nu

)
(x) for x ∈ Ω+, (A.2)

see, e.g., [22, Theorem 2.43].
The single-layer, adjoint-double-layer, double-layer, and hypersingular operators are defined for

φ ∈ L2(Γ) and ψ ∈ H1(Γ) by

Skφ(x) :=

∫
Γ

Φk(x, y)φ(y) ds(y), D′kφ(x) :=

∫
Γ

∂Φk(x, y)

∂n(x)
φ(y) ds(y), (A.3)

Dkφ(x) :=

∫
Γ

∂Φk(x, y)

∂n(y)
φ(y) ds(y), Hkψ(x) :=

∂

∂n(x)

∫
Γ

∂Φk(x, y)

∂n(x)
φ(y) ds(y), (A.4)

for x ∈ Γ. When Γ is Lipschitz, the integrals defining Dk and D′k must be understood as Cauchy
principal values (see, e.g., [22, Equation 2.33]), and the integral defining Hk is understood as a non-
tangential limit (see, e.g., [22, Equation 2.36]), but we do not need the details of these definitions
in this paper.

B Bounds on the Galerkin matrix in terms of the continuous
operator.

Lemma B.1. Let Vn ⊂ L2(Γ) be a finite-dimensional space with real basis {φj}nj=1. Let M be
defined by (1.12). Given A : L2(Γ)→ L2(Γ), let A be defined by the first equation in (1.9) (with
A′k replaced by A). Let Ph : L2(Γ)→ Vh be the orthogonal projection, and let

Ã := PhA|Vh .

(i) ∥∥M−1A
∥∥

2
≤
√

cond(M)
∥∥Ã∥∥

L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)
(B.1)

where cond(M) := ‖M‖2‖M−1‖2, and if (M−1A)−1 exists, then∥∥(M−1A)−1
∥∥

2
≤
√

cond(M)
∥∥Ã−1

∥∥
L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)

. (B.2)

(ii) If Phφ→ φ as h→ 0 for all φ ∈ L2(Γ), then∥∥Ã∥∥
L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)

→ ‖A‖L2(Γ)→L2(Γ) as h→ 0; (B.3)

if, in addition, A = aI +K, where a 6= 0 and K is compact, then∥∥Ã−1
∥∥
L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)

→
∥∥A−1

∥∥
L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)

as h→ 0. (B.4)

Remark B.2. For standard BEM spaces, cond(M) is bounded independently of h; see [82, The-
orem 4.4.7 and Remark 4.5.3] and [89, Corollary 10.6].

Remark B.3. If Γ is C1, then both A′k and Bk,reg can be written as aI + K, where a 6= 0 and
K is compact. For A′k this follows since Sk : L2(Γ) → H1(Γ) when Γ is Lipschitz (see, e.g., [22,
Theorem 2.17]) and D′k is compact on L2(Γ) when Γ is C1 by [33, Theorem 1.2]. For Bk,reg, the
Calderón relations (see, e.g., [22, Equation 2.56]) imply that

Bk,reg =
i

2

(
I

2
−Dk

)
+ Sik

(
Hk −Hik

)
+ SikHik =

i

2

(
I

2
−Dk

)
+ Sik

(
Hk −Hik

)
+

(
−I

4
+D2

ik

)
.

By bounds on the fundamental solution Φk appearing in, e.g., [22, Equation 2.25], the kernel of
the integral operator Hk −Hik is weakly singular, and thus the operator is compact on L2(Γ) by,
e.g., the combination of [77, Part 3 of the theorem on Page 49] and Young’s inequality.
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Proof of Lemma B.1. Part (ii) is proved in [12], with (B.3) proved in [12, Equation 3.3] and (B.4)
proved in [12, Text below Equation 3.3]. We note that similar results are contained in [54, §2.4].

For Part (i), let {ψj}nj=1 be an real orthonormal basis of Vn so that

φi =

n∑
j=1

(
φi, ψj

)
L2(Γ)

ψj . (B.5)

Let the matrices B and D be defined by

(B)i,j :=

∫
Γ

(
Aψj

)
(x)ψi(x) dσ(x) and (D)i,j :=

∫
Γ

φi(x)ψj(x) dσ(x);

i.e. B is the Galerkin matrix with respect to the basis {ψj}nj=1, and D is a change of basis matrix
from {ψj}nj=1 to {φj}nj=1. Since {ψj}nj=1 is orthonormal,

‖B‖2 =
∥∥Ã∥∥

L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)
and

∥∥B−1
∥∥

2
=
∥∥Ã−1

∥∥
L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)

(B.6)

(provided that Ã−1 exists) by, e.g., [12, Equation 3.2].
The definitions of B and D, combined with (B.5), imply that M = DDT and A = DBDT so

that
M−1A = D−TBDT and (M−1A)−1 = D−TB−1DT . (B.7)

Since M is symmetric positive definite, the definition ‖D‖2 =
√
λmax(DTD) implies that ‖D‖2 =

‖DT ‖2 = ‖M‖1/22 and similarly ‖D−1‖2 = ‖D−T ‖2 = ‖M−1‖1/22 The results (B.1) and (B.2) then
follow from combining these results about norms with (B.6) and (B.7).

Remark B.4 (Bounds on norms without preconditioning by M−1.). The proof of Lemma B.1
also implies that

‖A‖2 ≤ ‖M‖2
∥∥Ã∥∥

L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)
and

∥∥A−1
∥∥

2
≤
∥∥M−1

∥∥
2

∥∥Ã−1
∥∥
L2(Γ)→L2(Γ)

(B.8)

so that
cond(A) ≤ cond(M) cond

(
Ã
)
;

see, e.g., [4, Equation 3.6.166].

C Numerical experiments about F1 and F4
Recall from §1.2 the features F1 and F4:

F1 When the incoming plane wave enters the cavity, one needs a larger number of points per
wavelength for accuracy of the Galerkin solutions than when the wave doesn’t enter the
cavity.

F4 The GMRES residual being small does not necessarily mean that the error is small, and the
relative sizes of the residual and error depend on both k and the direction of the plane wave.

Numerical experiments demonstrating F1. These experiments involve the Galerkin solu-
tions on four different meshes with Ω− the small cavity. To create these meshes we start with a
mesh with 10 points by wavelength, and then we refine splitting the segments in two, three, and six.
The Galerkin solutions are computed using LU factorisations computed by SuperLU [61]. We use
the Galerkin solution on the finest mesh as a proxy for the true solution (with this mesh denoted
by Γref), and let the three other Galerkin solutions be uh0 , uh1 , uh2 (with h0 > h1 > h2). Because
all the meshes are obtained by refinement from the same mesh, we can interpolate a finite element
function from one mesh to the other, and we let Iref denote interpolation to the reference mesh.
The relative L2 Galerkin errors are defined as ‖Iref(uhi)− uref‖L2(Γref)/‖uref‖L2(Γref) for i = 0, 1, 2.

Figure C.1 plots these errors for k = kem,0 for k ∈ (50, 150). and for two different choices of
the plane-wave direction: a = (cos θ, sin θ) with θ = 4π/10 (the plane wave is almost vertical and
enters the cavity) and θ = π (the plane wave is horizontal, travelling from the right, and thus does
not enter the cavity). In this figure, we see exactly the feature F1.
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Figure C.1: Relative L2 Galerkin error for Galerkin solutions on three nested meshes for k = kem,0
and for two different plane-wave directions.

Numerical experiments demonstrating F4. These experiments work only on the mesh with
10 points by wavelength used in the experiments for F1. We compute the error between the
solutions of the Galerkin equations computed by (i) SuperLU [61], denoted by uh0

as above, and
(ii) GMRES with a relative tolerance of 1×10−6. We then normalise this difference by ‖uh0

‖L2(Γ).
This relative L2 GMRES error is plotted in Figure C.2, both for θ = 4π/10 and π, and we see the
dependence on angle as stated in F4.
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Figure C.2: The relative L2 error between the GMRES solution of the Galerkin equations and the
solution via a direct solver for k = kem,0 and for two different plane-wave directions.

D Discussion of the results of [92] on how the GMRES re-
sidual depends on the right-hand-side vector (relevant for
F3(c))

We consider solving the linear system Bx = b with GMRES, as described in §1.1.7. We assume
B is diagonalisable, so that

B = VΛV−1, (D.1)

where the columns of V, denoted by (v1,v2, . . . ,vn), are the right eigenvectors of B corresponding
to the eigenvalues λ1, λ2, . . . , λn, respectively.
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We expand b as a linear combination of right eigenvectors with corresponding components βj ,
i.e.,

b =

n∑
j=1

βjvj = Vβ,

and let β′ := β/‖b‖2. The result [92, Theorem 2.2] states that

‖rm‖2
‖r0‖2

≤ ‖V‖2 min
p∈Pm, p(0)=1

 n∑
j=1

|β′j |2 |p(λj)|2
1/2

; (D.2)

i.e., the relative residual is bounded above by ‖V‖2 times the residual of a polynomial least-squares
approximation problem on the spectrum of B, weighted by the scaled components β′j .

We now consider the special case that the spectrum of B has a single outlier near zero, plus a
cluster bounded well-away from zero; i.e. |λ1| ≈ 0 and, for j = 2, . . . , n, λj is such that |λj−c| < ρ,
with ρ� |c|. In this case, the bound (D.2) becomes

‖rm‖2
‖r0‖2

≤ ‖V ‖2 min
p∈Pm,p(0)=1

|β′1|2|p(λ1)|2 +

n∑
j=2

|β′j |2 |p(λj)|2
1/2

,

≈ ‖V ‖2 min
p∈Pm,p(0)=1

|β′1|2|p(λ1)|2 +

n∑
j=2

|β′j |2 |p(c)|2
1/2

.

In its initial stages, GMRES tries to construct a polynomial that is one at zero and is very
small at λ1 before dealing with the values p(λj) for the eigenvalues in the cluster. This feature
of GMRES has often been remarked on, see for example, [70, Discussion after Theorem 1] and
[29, §4 and Figure 1]. Now, if b is varied such that the relative coefficient β′1 increases, then the
weight on p(λ1) increases, making it harder for GMRES to make the term |β′1|2|p(λ1)|2 very small.
Therefore, in this special scenario of a single outlier near zero, one would expect the number of
GMRES iterations to depend significantly on the size of β′1, with the number of iterations increasing
as |β′1| increases (and decreasing if |β′1| decreases).

Though the argument above is heuristic and applies to a very simple situation, it illustrates
that the size of the component of the right-hand-side vector in the direction of an eigenvector with
corresponding eigenvalue very close to zero is likely to significantly influence the bound (D.2) on
the residual in GMRES.

E Eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the Laplacian in an el-
lipse in terms of Mathieu functions

The eigenvalue problem for the Dirichlet/Neumann Laplacian in the ellipse E (1.2) is

∆u+ k2u = 0 in E, either u = 0 or ∂nu = 0 on ∂E. (E.1)

It is customary to call {(x1, 0) : |x1| ≤ a1} the major axis, {(0, x2) : |x2| ≤ a2} the minor axis,

ε =
√

1− a22
a21

the eccentricity, and a :=
√
a2

1 − a2
2 the linear eccentricity.

We use the following change of variables, introduced in [67],{
x1 = a cosh(µ) cos(ν),

x2 = a sinh(µ) sin(ν),
(E.2)

so that
E =

{
(a cosh(µ) cos(ν), a sinh(µ) sin(ν)) ∈ R2 : 0 ≤ µ ≤ µ0, 0 ≤ ν < 2π

}
,

where µ0 := cosh−1(a1/a) = sinh−1(a2/a). (Note that we have used the same notation as in [12,
Appendix A] for variable names etc.)
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Substituting u(x1, x2) = M(µ)N(ν) into (E.1), we find{
N ′′(ν) + (α− 2q cos(2ν))N(ν) = 0 (standard Mathieu equation)

M ′′(µ)− (α− 2q cosh(2µ))M(µ) = 0 (modified Mathieu equation)
(E.3)
(E.4)

where α is the separation constant and

q =
(ka)2

4
. (E.5)

Since (E.3) is symmetric in ν, if N(ν) is solution of (E.3), then so is N(−ν); we therefore restrict
attention to solutions of (E.3) that are even or odd.

We therefore seek solutions of (E.3) and (E.4), with N even or odd, satisfying

N(0) = N(2π) and N ′(0) = N ′(2π), (E.6)

to ensure periodicity in ν, and

either M(µ0) = 0 or M ′(µ0) = 0, (E.7)

to ensure the zero Dirichlet/Neumann boundary condition on ∂E. Furthermore, to obtain a well-
defined solution at µ = 0, [68] shows that we also need M to satisfy{

M ′(0) = 0 if N is even,
M(0) = 0 if N is odd.

(E.8a)
(E.8b)

In analogy with polar coordinates, the boundary value problem for N (E.3), (E.6) is called the
angular problem, while the boundary value problem for M defined by (E.4), (E.7), and (E.8) is
called the radial problem. An eigenmode u(x1, x2) = M(µ)N(ν) with N is even is called an even
eigenmode, and one with N odd is called an odd eigenmode.

The multiparametric spectral problems defined by (E.3), (E.6), (E.4), and (E.8a) for even
modes, and (E.3), (E.6), (E.4), and (E.8b) for odd modes are well-defined by [74] 5. Indeed,

• for (m,n) ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}2, there exists a unique pair (αem,n, q
e
m,n) ∈ R×(0,∞) such that (E.3),

(E.6), (E.4), and (E.8a) have non trivial solutions Me
m,n(µ) and Ne

m,n(ν) with respectively
m zeros in (0, µ0) and n zeros in [0, π),

• for (m,n) ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} × {1, 2, . . .}, there exists a unique pair (αom,n, q
o
m,n) ∈ R × (0,∞)

such that (E.3), (E.6), (E.4), and (E.8b) have a non trivial solutions Mo
m,n(µ) and No

m,n(ν)
with respectively m zeros in (0, µ0) and n zeros in [0, π),

Recall that q and k are related by (E.5). The frequencies associated with qem,n and qom,n are
denoted by kem,n and kom,n, respectively, and the associated eigenfunctions are denoted by uem,n
and uom,n. By [74, Equations (21) and (22)], kem,n and kom,n both increase with m and n, which is
consistent with the fact the only accumulation point in the spectrum of the Laplacian is infinity.

References for the proof of Theorem 1.2. The result follows by combining the following
three ingredients.

(i) The results of [12, Equation A.16] and [75, Theorem 3.1] that the eigenfunctions associated
with ke/0m,n exponentially localise about the minor axis as m→∞ for fixed n.

(ii) The arguments in [12, Proof of Theorem 2.8] that construct quasimodes of the exterior
Dirichlet problem from Dirichlet eigenfunctions of the ellipse that are exponentially localised (note
that these arguments also apply to the Neumann problem). 6

Regarding (i): for ν0 ∈ (0, π/2), let

Eν0 :=
{

(a cosh(µ) cos(ν), a sinh(µ) sin(ν)) ∈ R2 : 0 ≤ µ ≤ µ0,

5Note that [74] only considers the Dirichlet problem.
6In [12], Ω+ is assumed to contain the whole ellipse E. However, inspecting the proof, we see that the result

remains unchanged if E is replaced with the convex hull of the neighbourhoods of (0,±a2).
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and either 0 ≤ |ν| < ν0 or |π − ν| < ν0

}
;

and

ρe/oν0 (m,n) :=

∫Eν0 (u
e/o
m,n)2∫

E
(u
e/o
m,n)2

1/2

i.e., Eν0 corresponds to the “wings” of the ellipse, away from the minor axis, and ρ
e/o
ν0 (m,n)

measures the mass of ue/om,n in these regions. By [12, Equation (A.16)], there exists Ke(ν0) > 0
such that ρeν0(m, 0) . e−k

e
m,0 for any kem,0 > Ke(ν0). By [75, Theorem 3.1], for n fixed, there exists

K
e/o
n (ν0) > 0 such that, if ke/om,n > K

e/o
n (ν0), then ρe/oν0 (m,n) . e−k

e/o
m,n . Note that, although the

inequality [75, Equation 3.7] in [75, Theorem 3.1] is stated for all m and n sufficiently large, the
factor Dn on the right-hand side of [75, Equation 3.7] blows up if n → ∞, and thus exponential
localisation is proved in [75] for fixed n as m→∞.

F Calculating the constant Vloc in the Weyl asymptotics (3.9)
for Nloc.

Recall from §3.4 that we need to compute the volume, Vloc, in phase space of the integrable tori
contained entirely inside the small and large cavities and show that (3.10) holds.

Let
p((x, y), (ξ, η)) =

√
ξ2 + η2.

As in §E, let a :=
√
a2

1 − a2
2. We change variables θ ∈ [0, 2π] and ω ∈ (0, cosh−1(a1/a))

x = a cosh(ω) cos(θ), y = a sinh(ω) sin(θ)

(this is the same change of variables as (E.2) but with different variable names).
We now make a symplectic change of variables following [98, §2.3, Example 3 and Theorem

2.6]. If
γ(ω, θ) =

(
a cosh(ω) cos θ, a sinh(ω) sin(θ)

)
,

then
∂γ(ω, θ) = a

(
sinh(ω) cos θ cosh(ω) sin(θ)
− cosh(ω) sin(θ) sinh(ω) cos(θ)

)
,

and hence

∂γ(ω, θ)−1 =
1

a
(

sinh2(ω) + sin2(θ)
) (sinh(ω) cos(θ) − cosh(ω) sin(θ)

cosh(ω) sin(θ) sinh(ω) cos θ

)

(∂γ(ω, θ)−1)t =
1

a
(

sinh2(ω) + sin2(θ)
) ( sinh(ω) cos(θ) cosh(ω) sin(θ)
− cosh(ω) sin(θ) sinh(ω) cos θ

)
,

Therefore by [98, Theorem 2.6], the corresponding symplectomorphism is given by κ((ω, θ), (ω∗, θ∗)) =
((x, y), (ξ, η)) with

x = a cosh(ω) cos(θ), y = a sinh(ω) sin(θ), (F.1)

ξ =
1

a
(

sinh2(ω) + sin2(θ)
)( sinh(ω) cos(θ)ω∗ + cosh(ω) sin(θ)θ∗

)
, and

η =
1

a
(

sinh2(ω) + sin2(θ)
)(− cosh(ω) sin(θ)ω∗ + sinh(ω) cos(θ)θ∗

)
.

Then

p̃ := p ◦ κ =

√
(ω∗)2 + (θ∗)2

a
√

sinh2(ω) + sin2(θ)
,
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so that, by [98, Theorem 2.10],

ω̇ = ∂ω∗ p̃ =
ω∗

a
√

(ω∗)2 + (θ∗)2

√
sinh2(ω) + sin2(θ)

, and (F.2)

θ̇ = ∂θ∗ p̃ =
θ∗

a
√

(ω∗)2 + (θ∗)2

√
sinh2(ω) + sin2(θ)

. (F.3)

One can then easily check that

L :=
− sin2(θ)(ω∗)2 + sinh2(ω)(θ∗)2

(θ∗)2 + (ω∗)2

is conserved by the Hamiltonian flow of p̃; i.e., L̇ = 0.
Now, (F.2) and (F.3) imply that, on a billiard trajectory, θ̇ = 0 if and only if θ∗ = 0, and ω̇ = 0

if and only if ω∗ = 0. That is, a trajectory is tangent to a curve {ω = ω0} when ω∗ = 0, and to
{θ = θ0} when θ∗ = 0. Note that

θ∗ = 0 ⇒ sin2(θ) = −L, and ω∗ = 0 ⇒ sinh2(ω) = L.

Next, observe that curves of constant θ are confocal hyperbole, and curves of constant ω are
confocal ellipses. Since every trajectory is tangent to (possibly degenerate) confocal conic and L
is constant, a trajectory is tangent to a (possibly degenerate) confocal ellipse if and only if L ≥ 0
and to a confocal hyperbola if and only if L < 0. Since we are interested in the volume of phase
space occupied by trajectories trapped near the minor axis, we consider the case L < 0. In that
case, on p̃ = 1, the confocal hyperbola is given by

x2

a2(1 + L)
+

y2

a2L
= 1, (F.4)

where we have used the fact that sin2(θ) = −L and (F.1). We therefore want to find the volume of

A :=
{
L < α < 0

}
∩
{
p̃ ≤ 1

}
in the (ω, θ, ω∗, θ∗) variables, i.e., the volume of the set

− sin2(θ)(ω∗)2 + sinh2(ω)(θ∗)2

(ω∗)2 + (θ∗)2
< α,

√
(ω∗)2 + (θ∗)2

a
√

sinh2(ω) + sin2(θ)
≤ 1.

We change variables in (ω∗, θ∗) by letting

(ω∗, θ∗) = a

√
sinh2(ω) + sin2(θ)(r cosφ, r sinφ)

with φ ∈ [0, 2π], r ∈ [0,∞). Then p̃ = r,

dω∗ dθ∗ dω dθ = a2(sinh2(ω) + sin2(θ))r dr dφdω dθ,

and
A :=

{
r ≤ 1,

(
− sin2(θ) cos2 φ+ sinh2(ω) sin2 φ

)
≤ α

}
.

We now observe that
(− sin2(θ) cos2 φ+ sinh2(ω) sin2 φ) ≤ α

if and only if
(− sin2(θ) + (sinh2(ω) + sin2(θ)) sin2 φ) ≤ α

if and only if

sin2 φ ≤ 1

(sinh2(ω) + sin2(θ))

(
α+ sin2 θ

)
.
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So
A :=

{
r ≤ 1

}
∩
{
|φ| ≤ Φ(ω, θ)

}
∪
{
|φ− π| ≤ Φ(α, ω, θ)

}
,

where Φ is defined by (3.11). Therefore, the volume of A equals∫
A

a2(sinh2(ω) + sin2(θ))r dr dφdω dθ

=

∫ 2π

0

∫ cosh−1(
a1
a )

0

∫ 1

0

(∫ Φ

−Φ

dφ+

∫ π+Φ

π−Φ

dφ

)
a2
(

sinh2(ω) + sin2(θ)
)
r dr dω dθ

=

∫ 2π

0

∫ cosh−1(
a1
a )

0

∫ 1

0

4Φ(α, ω, θ) a2(sinh2(ω) + sin2(θ))r dr dω dθ

=

∫ 2π

0

∫ cosh−1(
a1
a )

0

2Φ(α, ω, θ) a2(sinh2(ω) + sin2(θ))dω dθ,

which is (3.10).
Finally, to determine the relevant α, we find the points where the boundary of the ellipse E

(1.2) meets the hyperbola (F.4), i.e.,

1 =
x2

a2
1

+
y2

a2
2

=
x2

(a2
1 − a2

2)(1 + L)
+

y2

(a2
1 − a2

2)L
. (F.5)

Rearranging the second inequality in (F.5), we find that

y2

x2
=
a2

2

a2
1

(
−L

1 + L

)
and so using the first inequality in (F.5), we find that

y2

a2
2

(
1 + L

−L

)
=
x2

a2
1

= 1− y2

a2
2

,

which implies that L = −y2/a2
2. Therefore, if the ellipse is cut at ycut, then αcut = −y2

cut/a
2
2, i.e.,

(3.8) holds, and the volume of the relevant piece of phase space is indeed given by (3.10).
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